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VIEW FROM
UNITY VILLAGE

. . with the editorOur August issue 
of UNITY Maga
zine, from the spec
tacular sunset on the cover to the thought-provoking poem on the 
back page, is a spiritual treat that we are proud to present to our 
readers.

Three articles deserve special mention and we urge you to give 
them your careful attention.

“The Day of the Hummingbird’’ by C. W. Harwood starts on 
page four. We think you will fall in love with Melissa and her off
spring, Waldo, as the author did, and as we have. Mr. Harwood 
learned a wonderful lesson about himself—his spiritual self—as he 
established a beautiful relationship with two feathered friends. If 
you love things of nature (and you cannot help doing so if you love 
God) you will finish this article with a feeling of awe for the order 
of the universe and your part in it.

One of the most beautifully written articles we have been 
privileged to offer is “Running Toward God" by Betty Clare Mof- 
fatt, beginning on page twelve. Jogging is fast becoming, if it isn’t 
already, one of our most popular pastimes. The author of this fine 
piece practices the Presence of God during her morning jaunts and 
shares her technique in poetic language. You will run with her as 
you read, and you too will become meditation in motion, feeling 
your soul stretch with every stride.

Unity is a way of life for millions of persons all over the world. 
One such individual is Robert E. Lee, one of the premiere 
playwrights in American history. With his talented associate, 
Jerome Lawrence, he has written dozens of plays, articles, and 
books. Among the most notable are “Inherit the Wind,” “Auntie 
Marne,” and “The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail.” We have inter
viewed Mr. Lee and the article entitled, “A Kind of Spiritual 
Music,” begins on page thirty-eight in this issue.

The interview ranges from his feelings about UNITY Magazine, 
Daily Word, and what the Unity philosophy has meant in his daily 
living, to his attitude about writing and writers.

In God’s love,



B Y  C. W. H A R W O O D

THE DAY THE hummingbird 
came into the patio my life 
changed. Indelibly.

It was very early morning 
and the sun had not yet come 
around the tree to wash away 
the last tendrils of darkness. 
There was that early-light clar
ity that comes with the still
ness of the hour, so that her 
gray-tanness showed the prom
ise of an emerald sheen. She 
had darted through the open 
spaces of the trees and hovered 
in her effortless way of flight to 
survey the area. She, like the 
bee, defied all established aero
dynamic laws. She was a mav
erick. The hummingbird hov
ered, darted a brief two feet 
here, there, and, satisfied, she 
stayed.

I remember the wonder of 
her arrival. Had it been at ran
dom, haphazard? Why had she 
chosen my patio? In the clear 
early light of that morning,

with the words sounding only 
in my mind, I sent her a warm 
greet ing :  “Hel lo there!
Welcome.''

That spontaneous greeting 
of mine changed my life. Never 
again, from that moment on, 
would any loneliness or dis
couragement long mar my day. 
She taught me the other side of 
such. She led me to see through 
the outside to the inside, where 
the realities are.

Henceforth each day started 
in the patio with Melissa, my 
new friend. Later I would look 
up from some task and a glow 
would come over me as I re
membered Melissa. Even when 
the large part of my thought 
was meeting a demand, a pock
et of my mind was suspended 
in contact with that little 
presence. Soon my daily life 
was magically transformed, its 
moments touched with an in
ner smile.





I would see strangers and a 
warm glow would spread out 
from me to them. I noticed, and 
in time came to expect the 
glance they would turn toward 
me, the softening of their faces, 
the smile. A surge of belonging 
to an immense whole became 
an ever-present force. Back 
there, on a branch in my patio, 
a hummingbird, Melissa, was 
softly brushing the nap of my 
livingness.

he was to be an instructor 
for whom all my earlier 
teachers had patiently pre
pared me, for whose lessons my 
own inner urgings had at last 
surfaced, ripe now for accep
tance.

Melissa shared her innate 
certainty with me. How gener
ous she was! There was a zest 
to the industry with which she 
went about the building of her 
nest. Hers was a single-mind
edness that allowed no non
sense in the performance of her 
task. Off she would dart, a blur 
of emerald luminescence, to 
return a while later. She would 
insert her bill-held bit with 
rapid thrusts, pats, probes, and 
proddings to the slowly shap
ing pocket and off again she 
would flash, an unheard whir
ring of tiny spinning wings. 
How had she learned this 
sureness, that deftness?

I toyed with a thought: That

first little bit, just what did one 
do with it? Attach it to what 
and precisely in what manner? 
The problem baffled me. Yet 
she had solved it. Indeed, she 
had to have practiced this skill 
of hers. The second, the third; 
apply the mastic and then a dif
ferent sort of debris to snug it.

My thought was gently and 
silently answered: “It’s a thing 
we hummingbirds know about. 
We’re born with the knowl
edge.’’ So fragile was her an
swer to my questioning that it 
almost eluded me. It was the 
wisp of a thought that lingered 
in the air as, once again, she 
disappeared in a flash.

birth, her creation included a 
knowledge that was essential. 
She knew the things she would 
need to know.

Days later, near nightfall. I 
could see Melissa still busy at 
work overhead just as I had 
left her hours ago in early 
morning. With that incredible 
bill of hers, so fragile yet so 
strong, she was fashioning the 
sides, smoothing them inside 
and out. Quick strokes across 
the rim, this way and that, 
looked like the cleaning of a 
tool. The nest was nearing com
pletion.

With binoculars, I looked at 
the little pouch built in the fork 
of a branch. I marveled at the



symmetry of it. I think I saw, 
quick as electricity, an eye flick 
Dver to me and away. “How’s 
that for a real nest?” She took 
pride in her work.

found myself pondering a 
great mystery. Over these past 
days there had been an order to 
the building of this nest. She 
had prepared this cradle for her 
young from some blueprint in 
tier mind. From the first day 
she had proceeded from noth
ing to a step-by-step some
thing, to the perfect oval up 
there.

Sudden light cleared away 
the shadows of my mystery. A 
:reative intelligence had en
dowed Melissa, as a fact of her 
birth, with a pattern of perfec
tion! It was her Source cen
tered deep within, a thing with 
which she flowed, with which 
she was at ease. Her non- 
resistance to it opened the 
gates of a boundless stream of 
life. It was not that Melissa 
lived life, life lived Melissa!

A Time for Waiting

One early morning I was 
startled to find Melissa no 
longer darting busily about. 
She was sitting on her nest, a 
:iny arc whose center sunk 
warmly into its inner recesses. 
Her piercing black bill was 
pointing loftily upward, her

stubby tail spread backwards. 
Her time for rest had come. For 
one of such great activity, it 
was now a time for patience. 
What was to happen would 
happen in its own time.

“After the doing, there is a 
time for waiting,” she told me 
(somewhat smugly, I thought). 
You see, there is great wisdom 
in this little bird, a balance in 
doing and being still. There 
would be a day when beneath 
her she would feel a reciprocal 
warmth, a stirring and a 
stretching of her young. Not 
long after she would jump a bit 
at the demanding jouncings on 
her soft underside.

“Life will have its way,” she 
told me. “There’s no denying 
life.”

I marveled. The creative 
force is stirring and stretching 
from within to an outwardness. 
It must ever be. The Source 
within is no dormancy; that 
would not be its nature. It is a 
vibrancy nudging its way into 
form.

Face tilted up toward my 
dear little friend, my eyes no 
longer seeing, bemused, I 
stand in my patio, the books 
and instruments of the day’s 
work in unfeeling arms. I am 
like Melissa! Stirring within 
me, this inner life force 
demands its outlet! In me! 
Through me! I am stunned in 
an ecstasy of self-discovery. I 
soar in the overwhelming joy of



a great returning, of a vast 
belonging.

(Later in the day I heard a 
tiny, yet distinct, chuckle. 
What I heard was a memory of 
when I had turned to leave my 
patio that morning. Around 
the edges of this faint, sweet 
sound was the whirring of 
lightning-swift little wings, a 
sort of dusting of its edges. 
Good heavens! I never knew 
hummingbirds could laugh.)

Waldo

Waldo! Well, my first look at 
this miracle, “my” first baby 
hummingbird, bent, black nee
dle bill almost as long as his 
mother's on a shaggy, un
kempt neck and over-large 
head thrust rick-straight up 
from the oval nest. Waldo was 
a disproportion. I burst into a 
loud peal of laughter. This 
ludicrous parody of beautiful 
Melissa! Guiltily I checked 
myself. One doesn’t laugh in 
the face of his dear friend. She 
was nowhere to be seen, prob
ably out grubbing worms or 
whatever baby hummingbirds 
eat, I supposed.

aldo squatted, a blunt ram
rod, lower portions hunkered 
down, scrunched in the nest. 
His instructions were to re
main strictly immobile. His 
protruding beady eyes rotated,

darted in a geometrically 
limited kind of circumference.

Into my mind flashed tht 
fo re s igh t of a teenage 
Waldo—terror of the neighbor
hood. He still looked head-end 
heavy. His shabbiness ap 
peared to be groomed as best 
as could be, like a wool suit toe 
short at the sleeves, buttons 
pulling across the chest. Some
thing about him suggested an 
irrepressible daring, the strut
ting kind of self-assurance, a 
flaunting of the conventions. 
“You stay away from that 
Waldo! He’s a wild one.” 1 
imagined this shrill admonition 
of mother to daughter regard
ing this fledgling with tidily- 
brushed neck feathers.

Mr „„elissa s head suddenly ap
peared in the lens of my 
binoculars. She jabbed her bill 
deep into Waldo’s. It had to 
tickle the inside of his feet! I 
soft-focused my eyes, in 
fastidious withdrawal. The 
ramming finished, she rose 
slightly to hang over the nest. 
Still no movement from Waldo, 
a solid obelisk.

Then I caught what was 
surely  m errim ent from 
Melissa. She was bubbling over 
with merriment. She had 
caught my hilarity of a few 
moments ago, but in her there 
was an uncompromised love, 
no strings. Waldo may have



been a grotesque clown of a 
hummingbird, but she trusted 
the beauty of that pattern in 
him.

ay after day Melissa 
dutifully attended to the 
feeding of Waldo without stint 
or let-up. I never again 
watched closely at the time of 
delivery from her bill deep into 
Waldo’s. It was enough for me 
to know the two were doing 
what hummingbirds do in a 
start-up situation.

One day it struck me that her 
returnings had become less fre
quent, her absences more 
lengthy. Had Waldo so grown 
over these past days that his 
time of departure was im
minent? He still appeared 
totally reliant on Melissa. Her 
long absences bothered me, 
and I never entirely succeeded 
in shaking the worry from my 
mind. Had Melissa forsaken 
her young offspring? After so 
long and arduous a confine
ment, had she gone off with 
some dashing male before 
Waldo was ready to fend for 
himself?

Nature’s Rite

It was a Saturday and my 
carry-home work was spread 
before me on the patio table. A 
mounting criticism over Me
lissa's long absence made it dif

ficult for me to keep my mind 
on my work. Waldo appeared 
unconcerned, no glint of beadi
ness from his eyes, no erratic 
glancings here and there. I 
sensed a calm repose, and a 
suspension in time caught me 
up.

A faint flicker of a shadow 
suddenly crossed the edge of 
my glasses. Something foreign 
was just outside my vision. 
Not Melissa. Her returnings 
were an announcement, an in
stantaneous “well, here I am, 
open up.’’ I sensed a tentative
ness to this new presence.

swiveled the glasses. Into 
my lens burst a bronze brash of 
color. Sun shafts, through the 
mottled shadowing of leaf- 
layers, struck the widespread 
wings of a butterfly. It was no 
more than eight to ten inches 
from Waldo’s up-thrust head. 
Highlighted was the boldly 
etched black pattern on the 
wings, and the golden glow was 
a little aura around the crea
ture. Clear were the velvet 
black lines of body and anten
nae. She was entirely still ex
cept for gentle tracings of her 
long, graceful antennae.

Was Waldo aware of this 
brilliant form so still above 
him? I had the strangest sensa
tion. My mind was being gent
ly held to a one-pointedness, 
the way a wisp of fog rising



through a pine tree arrests all 
thought. A connection over
head was being made, a sort of 
reaching out and absorption. 
Their utter motionlessness 
bracketed a union. Series of 
waves vibrated between the 
two still forms.

Did a kind of ecological 
cooperation exist between but
terfly and hummingbird? Here, 
framed in the lens before my 
eyes, was I witness to a rite in 
the very heart of nature? I had 
become detached from all men
tal and physical connections. 
Never had I felt such an insurg- 
ing of peace. I was being en
folded in its immediate pres
ence, yet at the same moment 
stretched out into a sort of 
timeless vastness. A glance in
to the Infinite!

How long this state of super
awareness continued I do not 
know. This I did know then and 
I know now: Here was no ab
stract mystery. It was as natu
ral as listening to the song of 
the stars at night.

A gentle thrust of golden- 
black wings, a light launch, 
and the butterfly softly lifted 
to another branch. Waldo's 
head smoothly followed, no 
characteristic jerking of his 
stocky neck. She perched, 
wings slowly rising and falling, 
and for a time holding verti
cally, their tips touched over 
arched body-line. A quick 
downbeat of her wings and she

drifted off, a yellow fluttering 
through the shadowed green
ery. For an instant the air 
above Waldo held the chro
matic glitter of a golden 
dusting that slowly settled 
down around the little bird.

Later on, with a start, I 
turned my mind to the work 
spread before me. Waldo had 
assumed his usual posture, 
upthrust body inert. The 
thoughts needed for the execu
tion of my work came easily, 
and there was an exhilaration 
to the order with which I ran 
the alphabet toward its com
pletion later in the afternoon.

It was then that Melissa re
turned. I had not seen her all 
day. I had cleared some leaves 
from the pond and risen to 
deposit them in the basket by 
the gate when I stopped and 
raised my head. At that in
stant she shot through the 
branches and landed on the lip 
of W aldo’s nest. I saw no rapid 
bobbing of her head, no thrust 
of her bill deep into Waldo’s. 
There was to be no feeding this 
time. She perched there, head 
angled upward against her 
young son. The two, trans
fixed, were a tableau of inter
secting triangles, a well-de
fined tan with emerald gloss 
against a muddy brown. Was 
this, then, another rite that I 
observed? A sudden sadness, 
of loss, flickered through me.

A remarkable thing hap-



pened! Melissa had disap
peared from the edge of the 
nest and here she was, no more 
than four feet before me at eye 
level, suspended in midair, 
very still. She was a stationary 
object, simply placed there. 
Then I saw her tiny head tilt 
slightly to one side, and to the 
other. From her there began a 
kind of buzzing, barely audible, 
its high register quite distinct. 
An overwhelming joy flooded 
me. Words came to mind, or 
perhaps to my lips (which, I do 
not know): “Good-bye, Melissa. 
Fair flight!’’

And she was gone.
Waldo left before daybreak 

the next morning. He was no 
longer in his nest at first light. 
I knew things would be all 
right with Waldo and his 
world.

M elissa’s Legacy

It is a month now since my 
two friends departed. There is 
a sadness, yes, when from 
habit my eyes seek out the 
empty nest in the crook of the 
branch that extends over the 
wall into my patio. It is sad no 
longer to greet one’s friend 
each day, not to have one’s 
questions interrupted with 
answers. I m iss a hum
mingbird’s mirthful chortle 
when I am confronted with 
some of the difficult parts we 
play in caricature on this

human stage of ours.
But a wondrous thing oc

curred that last afternoon on 
my patio, Melissa eye-to-eye 
with me, her parting song from 
that centered essence of all life. 
Whenever I see a humming
bird, that inner smile in which I 
live is quickened, and I see 
mankind as a network of 
smiles, a global interlacing in a 
unity of love.

The other day I held the seed 
of a green pepper plant in my 
hand. It was quite small and 
very thin; I held it between my 
thumb and one finger, so that I 
wouldn’t drop it. After some 
moments I could feel a stirring 
in that little bit. The pattern of 
what it was and the shape it 
would become formed clearly in 
my mind. The functions of its 
pattern in seed after seed 
would always ring true.

And so I knew, as surely as 
butterflies dust with gold the 
upthrust form of the nested 
hummingbird, I knew the liv
ing pattern in me would see its 
splendid form through me, as 
me. This you led me to know, 
Melissa.

Our affair, my dear one, is 
not quite over, for you have 
touched my pattern with your 
understanding, and I yours. 
Our lives have merged; indeed, 
two became one. Together, as 
one, we will grace those paths 
that lie ahead.

“Hello there. Welcome!” ©



Meditation in Motion
BY BETTY CLARE MOFFATT

RUNNING
TOWARD

GOD

IT IS SIX O'CLOCK on a sum
mer morning in Texas. Al
though the temperature will 
reach 100 degrees later, at this 
hour it is cool, quiet, and green. 
The remnant of a quarter moon 
hangs in the sky as the sun 
begins to blossom into view 
over the nearest line of trees.

What am I doing out at this 
hour of the morning, walking 
down a quiet street with my 
husband at my side, and the 
rest of the world just waking 
up? I am meditating.

I have on thick socks and 
heavy shoes, and my shorts 
and cotton top are not de
signed to show off a middle- 
aged body to perfection. I am 
not sitting in a special position. 
I am not listening to special 
music, staring at special ob
jects, or repeating special

words. Not now. I have done all 
these things for many years, 
and I realize the great value in 
so many methods that can help 
one through prayer, medita
tion, and contemplation, to 
move ever closer to the Source 
of being.

But right here and now, mov
ing through space on my own 
two strong legs, I am meditat
ing. Each breath I breathe is in 
tune with the morning.

Look, Listen, Breathe

We walk for half a mile and 
look and listen and breathe in 
the morning sounds and fra
gran ces—honeysuckle and 
hummingbirds. Lights go on; 
the sounds and smells of 
breakfast drift from houses. 
We walk to the school with its





flat expanse of grassland 
waiting for us. Children’s 
voices echo from the day-care 
center there. A little boy, blond 
hair bouncing, gets out of a car 
and runs into the school. An 
elderly man, jovial, strong, los
ing his paunch, comes into 
view. We see him every morn
ing. “Good morning. It's six 
tenths of a mile around on the 
outside of the fence. I clock it 
every morning,’’ he tells us. A 
solitary runner—young, beard
ed, handsome—goes by, his 
shoes pounding the concrete.

We are not concrete people. 
We begin at the farthest corner 
of the elementary school play
ground where, as a little girl, I 
swung to the sky in the same 
swings, and played baseball on 
the dirt-packed diamond.

We begin. Smiling, not 
speaking. It is a solitary com
mitment. One foot in front of 
the other. A deep breath. Run
ning!

I am alone now. The hard flat 
slap of the ball, then the heel of 
the foot on the green crisp 
grass, the smell of the earth ris
ing up to meet me, the whish 
and the swoosh of the wind on 
my legs, in my hair, the now 
familiar sensation of my heart 
and lungs pumping in unison 
with my legs. I am running!

How many times around the 
playground? Four? Five? Two 
miles or three? What are your 
goals? It used to matter. It

used to matter if I could go 
further and faster, if I could 
lose a few pounds and tighten 
up my stomach muscles. It 
used to matter if I could keep 
up with or pass or compete 
with anyone else who was run
ning.

Solitary Communion

It doesn't matter anymore. 
Now what matters is that I am 
running toward God. This is 
my solitary communion with 
grass and earth and sky and 
wind and sun.

My feet used to hurt, and my 
knees; my ankles would swell. 
Now my breath catches at my 
side as in a vise, choking me. 
Release, release. It passes. 
Now I am running, there can be 
no problems.

For this half-hour, or hour, 
good-bye to goals, good-bye to 
structure and framework and 
responsibility. Good-bye nega
tive conditions, situations, 
emotions. I am meditation in 
motion. I am stretching my 
soul with every stride.

Don’t push! Don’t strain! 
Throw your heart forward and 
your feet will follow! When 
there is no more breath, relax. 
Float in the wind. Rest in the 
arms of the Lord.

Continue. Visualize. There is 
a warm and forceful center of 
energy within. There is unlimi
ted energy within. Release it!



Affirmations come rushing 
back to me. They become a 
part of me as I run. I can feel 
them within me, a flow of 
energy as I fly forward.

The joy o f the Lord is your 
strength. Oh, feel the joy of 
this morning and the strength 
of your body!

Only be strong and very 
courageous, that thou mayest 
have good success. My heart is 
strong and my lungs are strong 
and my body is both beautiful 
and strong.

I  cast my burdens on the 
Lord, and I  go free. I  am free 
with the freedom of Spirit. I 
can indeed do anything, be 
anything. I am going forward 
now with God’s help.

Releasing, releasing, releas
ing. I  am releasing now. Good
bye to all cares, all worries, all 
that is not right for me.

The rhythm of my breath 
and the rhythm of my feet are 
in harmony with the rhythm of 
my prayers.

Cleansing, Clearing

And then, when I can go no 
further, as the purifying per
spiration pours off me, as I 
slow down to a walk in the sun, 
I realize cleansing and clearing 
at the deepest level. Thank 
You, God, for the blessing of a 
perfectly functioning physical 
body.

Then the long, tired, warm

walk home. Silent still. Soli
tary still. A smile for my hus
band. A deep, warm, comfort
ing completion within.

Whatever the need for that 
particular day, whatever I 
have ahead of me, I realize 
anew each day that the 
strength and the joy will flow 
forth as I need them. God is 
meeting the need now. As I

make that statement, I feel 
myself flowing into a warm sea 
of electricity, not pushing, not 
striving, just flowing with each 
breath of my being.

“The body is the temple of 
the Holy Spirit.” I never fully 
understood those words in all 
their impact until I started 
running, until I started experi-



encing my body as the beauti
ful, whole, and holy temple of 
the Spirit.

Practicing the Presence

Practicing the Presence of 
God takes many forms. There 
are still many hours of the day 
waiting to be filled a hundred 
ways with a hundred prayers. 
But right now, I am at peace. I 
am complete, whole, healthful, 
and joyful, for every day I run

toward God and with Him.
And God rushes up to meet 

me, in the earth and the grass 
and the wind in the trees, in the 
dawn sky and the warm sun 
blessing all around me. God 
rushes up to meet me, and I 
find that He is within as He is 
without, the sun energy within 
exploding in rhythm with all 
that is blessed without.

Every day I run with God. 
Every day God runs with me, 
and all is good. ®

a
Q flou n ta in -an J  G/nnLnn
By Mildred N. Hoyer

Ten thousand feet 
And more—
I think of it 
In terms of feet 
Especially 
When mine rebel 
As I approach 
The final 
Steep ascent.

But now the peak!
And as in every miracle 
Of life
All sense of self 
Dissolves in wonder.



Prosperity Is Our Birthright
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BY CHARLES ROTH 
Part IV

HOW MANY TIMES have 
you said or heard someone say, 
“Birds of a feather flock 
together,’’ or “Like attracts 
like”? We are continually at
tracting into our life things, 
circumstances, persons, and 
events that correspond to our 
thoughts, beliefs, likes, and 
dislikes—our consciousness.

For instance, do you remem
ber when you first heard the 
Truth approach to life? It was 
not long then before you began 
to meet more and more people 
who were interested in this 
practical approach to religion. 
You may have thought of this 
as a happy coincidence, but it 
actually was an example of the 
law of attraction.

What is it that attracts like 
to like? It is not any outer fac
tor. We do not wear a sign as a 
means of attracting those who 
are like us. The attracting 
factor is a thought form. A 
thought form is a magnet that

attracts conditions, objects, or 
people to it. Thoughts have at
tracting power.

The freeing Truth is that we 
have the power, the authority, 
and the freedom to remove any 
magnetic thought form that we 
choose and to replace it with 
another of our choosing.

How? There are two ways. 
One way works from the inside 
out, the other from the outside 
in. These two ways can be 
worked individually, but the 
results are best when both are 
used, especially in the area of 
prosperity.

First, let us take the “from 
inside out” way of working 
with the law of mind action to 
embed a mental magnet in our 
consciousness that will attract 
its corresponding form in our 
outer world.

“Inside out” means that we 
first form a picture in our 
mind, then the law of mind ac
tion works to draw it to us.



Let us put this “inside out" 
technique in the form of four 
steps:

1. Picture clearly in mind 
what you want.

2. Develop a conviction that 
it is already yours.

3. Do everything you can to 
bring it about.

4. Release it, give thanks, let 
it happen.

Many people who long for a 
prosperous, fulfilled life are 
mentally lazy. They do not 
have clearly in mind what they 
want. They figure if and when 
the time comes that they have 
a fortune dropped in their lap 
they will have no trouble choos
ing what they want. Why 
bother thinking about it until 
then?

You can get that fortune (or 
enough of it to know that you 
do not really need a fortune to 
have the things you really 
want), but you have to start 
where you are in conscious
ness. You have to choose the 
thing or things that you want 
or need most right now—a 
house, a “just right” apart
ment, a car, clothes, a par
ticular vacation trip—what, 
specifically!

As you follow the formula, as 
you build that first mental 
magnet in consciousness, the 
next becomes easier, and the 
next, easier yet. The first thing 
you know, you have developed 
a prosperity consciousness

that continually attracts pros
perous conditions to you.

The next step is to develop a 
conviction that it is already 
yours. This is another way of 
saying what Jesus said: “ . . . 
whatever you ask in prayer, 
believe that you have received 
it, and it will be yours.”

The word “conviction” im
plies feeling. It means that you 
should seek to feel just as you 
would (and will) feel when the 
thing that you have clearly in 
mind becomes visible to your 
senses.

One way of doing this is to 
frequently close your eyes to 
the facts as they appear and 
pretend that you have the 
thing you want or that you are 
the person you want to be. 
Your subconscious mind ac
cepts your mental picture as 
real and will pour its tremen
dous power into your thought 
form.

Now it is time to do every
thing you can to bring it about. 
Not bring it about your
self—you cannot do that—but 
do everything you can to ac
complish the goal you desire.

After you do everything you 
can, no matter how trivial or in
consequential it may seem, re
lease it, give thanks, and let it 
happen.

Gratitude is a catalyst that 
hastens the process involved in 
the law of mind action. Do not 
worry about the means where-



by your need or desire will 
come about. The doubting 
question, “Yes, but how?” is 
pulling God down to our level 
of limitation!

Let us now touch on the 
“outside in” step. In the next 
lesson we will go into it at 
greater length.

To form a thought form by 
working from the “outside in,” 
surround yourself with as 
many symbols of prosperity as 
you can. Through your sense of 
sight, your subconscious mind 
is impressed with the idea 
represented by the symbols 
and in turn that idea will 
manifest in your outer world.

The eternal and universal

Truth is that we become what 
we surround ourself with. This 
is the law of attraction working 
from the “outside in.” So, seek 
to surround yourself with the 
kind of environment that will 
reflect prosperity into your 
sensitive subconscious mind! 
Nothing happens by chance.

We attract our good!
We attract our problems!
We attract our friends!
We attract our enemies!
We attract failure!
We attract success!
We attract that which cor

responds to our thoughts and 
feelings, to our fears, and to 
our expectations!

(To be continued)

By John D. Engle, Jr.

Jba ce C ^ rCJfyace (S/rayer
You are my Sun; I am Your satellite.
You are the Center around which I must whirl. 
Your gravity keeps me orbiting day and night 
in a vast and endless cosmic curl 
of mist and motion, light and heat.
You bless me with Your beauty as I fly, 
holding me near, but not too near. The beat 
of angel wings I hear as they pass by 
on heavenly maneuvers, and I feel 
in the presence of such pure divinity 
that I at last know what I know is real— 
that I exist for You and You for me 
and that we both exist to make love shine 
till all men learn their purpose is divine.



BY ANN SANDEFER

THE LIGHT THAT shines for 
each of us is a cosmic ray which 
is eternal. The properties of 
light are not fully known, but it 
partakes of all that God is in 
the purest form. Light is the 
essence of the universe, and 
though to our eyes the universe 
appears dark when we look into 
space, the cosmic light is not 
seen through human eyes.

There is a light that lights 
everyone coming into the 
world, and from that light we 
receive the energy we need, the 
wisdom we desire, the under
standing we long for, the power 
and the glory that shine forth 
through our mind and body. 
The greater our awareness of 
the light, the higher the rate of 
vibration of our mind and 
body; the higher the vibration, 
the more poised and powerful 
we become.

Jesus referred to this cosmic 
ray when He said, “I am the 
light of the world" (John 8:12). 
I AM is God’s identity in us, 
and the I AM is the appropri-

ator of light. I AM sheds the 
light of the cosmos on the indi
vidual and lights our world. No 
longer is there the darkness of 
doubt, fear, and misunder
standing, but henceforth there 
are guidance, wisdom, and pure 
knowing.

Just as we have split the 
atom and found atom ic 
energy—a new way of living, 
an easier way of providing for 
our needs—so the Son of God 
in us, the Christ, calls forth the 
cosmic ray of light and brings 
about a new order of life, a new 
way of receiving. The path of 
light begins with the first glim
mer of Truth and ends with full 
illumination.

Jesus was transfigured be
fore His disciples so that His 
body of light became visible to 
their eyes. All who are con
scious of the cosmic ray within 
continue to unfold to the place 
where their whole body will be 
filled with light.

Jesus instructed us to follow 
Him. He walked upon a path
way that was lighted from 
within. When we walk by the 
light that shines from within, 
then are we following Him. We 
are following His way, and the 
path of light which leads ever 
onward and upward will guide 
us safely through every 
appearance of evil until we are 
at last free from error, and be
cause we are pure in heart, we 
shall then see God.



Strength 

Out of Seeming 

Weakness
BY ANITA WHEATCROFT

WOMEN COME TO it at different times—when the first child 
enters school, or when the last child leaves home for college, mar
riage, or a career.

Then they wonder—“Who needs me now? Who am I apart from 
my family? What contribution can I make with my life?"

For me it came when our oldest child entered high school, and 
high college costs loomed ahead for our three children. Having 
been a teacher before, I turned back to this profession now.

Teaching sight-saving classes had been 
my specialty.

I was drawn into experimental work 
with learning-disabled children. Their 
handicaps are unseen and so are more 
poignant. Their gifts of imagination, 
artistic, or mechanical skill often go 
unrecognized in our verbal, writing 
culture. So I stumbled, or was led, into 
this challenging new vocation.

It took specialized remedial training, 
long apprenticeship in reading clinics, 
and many books before I was ready. 
My husband helped in many ways, in-



eluding converting our guest 
room into a study, and we in
vested in teaching resources. 
Then the children came, one an 
hour, to my door, referred by 
neurologists, school psycholo
gists, and hopeful parents.

Working with such children 
involves counseling, academic 
instruction, and therapy. No 
two children are alike, and I 
find that they bring me as 
much as I teach them. Most of 
all they need help to build or to 
restore their self-image. They 
are, and they need to know and 
feel that they are, unique, valu
able, and loved.

Some are discouraged, others 
are valiant, but emotionally 
scarred. One joy has been 
unearthing buried gifts in each 
one. Another, less expected, 
has been discovering latent, 
long unused potentialities in 
myself. Creative writing for 
children now supplements my 
teaching, and the two interact 
and inspire each other.

Today, younger women seek 
fulfilling work and service 
more consciously, encouraged 
by liberation movements. 
Many innovate, combining 
home and family with demand
ing outside jobs. Many more 
must work from financial ne
cessity and availability, but 
give much of themselves to it. 
Everywhere women are bring
ing to the mainstream of so
ciety traditionally “feminine”

values, closeness-to-earth, and 
caring. This neutralizes deper
sonalizing influences in our 
culture and transforms life.

We give first out of our 
abilities and resources. Hap
pily married women counsel 
families, the intellectually 
skilled teach, the healthy nurse 
the sick, creative artists evoke 
perceptive imagination, and 
poets help others learn to sing. 
Gifts given by God are thus 
shared in love. Yet the picture 
is incomplete. Life, like a paint
ing, includes shadows, or it is 
not real or whole. Later, look
ing more deeply, I discerned a 
strong paradox:

We give most to the needs we 
have ourself experienced—the 
weaknesses or handicaps we 
best understand.

One mother I know works 
tirelessly for the retarded, feel
ing that her own mongoloid 
child is tragically out of reach.

Each Saturday afternoon a 
busy secretary visits nursing 
homes, her own elderly parents 
having died lonely and far 
away.

Juvenile delinquents are 
helped toward rehabilitation 
by a mother whose own run
away is temporarily lost to 
crime.

A heartbroken widow finds 
solace in forming fellowships 
for the bereaved.

Look around at your own 
community: cancer drives



staffed by recovered patients. 
AAs, Al-Anons, weight control 
groups, emotional recovery 
organizations led by former 
sufferers. Examples multiply. 
Everywhere I see women using 
their drawbacks as one of their 
most valuable assets.

Did this also apply to me, I 
wondered? Was there another 
reason why I seem to go on 
after many years, sometimes 
exhausted, but with enthusi
asm for my work undimin
ished? One day I found out. My 
students have disabilities 
manifested in part by confu
sion of handedness, or ‘‘mixed 
dominance.” While visiting my 
own parents one summer, I 
discovered a previously un
known fact about myself as a 
child. Born completely left- 
dominant, I was forced by lov
ing, well-meaning relatives and 
teachers to change and fit into 
a ‘‘right-handed world.” I 
remember hating and fearing 
first grade; then, mysteriously, 
loving school thereafter. 
Though done in error, God 
‘‘used this for good.” I also 
remember struggling with 
shyness for many years. These 
drawbacks, as well as my gifts, 
help me now to empathize, to 
patiently challenge children af
flicted with similar, but 
greater, handicaps.

One day insight came to me. 
From where does healing 
come? From wounded healers.

Liberation? From those liber
ated from disadvantage. 
Courage? From victors over 
despair. Pottery that is mend
ed is strongest in the once- 
broken place. Compassion for 
others is response to God for 
His mercies. Grace is given, 
not for our deserving, but for 
our need. It is the overflow of 
gratitude.

It is true that many gifted, 
imaginative men have pio
neered on behalf of human bet
terment. Women, however, 
perhaps because we grow up in 
what has been a man’s world, 
often better understand the 
underdog. We know by em
pathy, if not by experience, the 
plight of the blacks, the 
browns, the Indians, the poor, 
the very young, and the very 
old. No woman can serve all 
causes. Better she discover and 
cultivate her plot of ground, 
what Quakers call her ‘‘bundle 
of concern.” Limitations of 
time and energy restrict many 
to outside work in spare hours 
and weekends. Yet, whether 
trapped in an unfulfilling job or 
employed in work of glamorous 
importance, we can all pause 
and remember and make time 
for personal compassion and 
concern.

Limits too often are of our 
own making. Many mothers 
without professional training 
are richly qualified for service. 
Caring for infants teaches



women the miracle of giving 
self away, then being replen
ished. Given the heart, the 
skills can be learned. Christian 
faith empowers us again and 
again.

So ask yourself the question 
that I once asked myself: 
“What should I do in the days 
or years that remain?’’ Look to 
those strengths and resources 
uniquely yours; develop God- 
given abilities to the full, then

recall and appropriate Jesus’ 
matchless words:

“My power is made perfect 
in weakness.”

This paradox reminds us of 
past failures transformed by 
God’s mercy. Only by remem
bering are we true to the sec
ond part of our vocation. Los
ing ourself in work well done, 
we discover ourself and become 
whole.

©

A Special Friend
BY COLLEEN ZUCK 

Editor of WEE WISDOM Magazine

I WOULD LIKE to tell you of a birthday anniversary of a special 
friend of mine. My friend is eighty-five years old this month and is 
vitally active in teaching the importance of a good self-image to 
children all over the world. Imagine having a friend who was intro
duced to thousands of children by Myrtle Fillmore, and who is still 
dedicated to the Truth principles and service to children. This 
friend is WEE WISDOM Magazine!

I hope you will take a new look at this old friend. Its purpose is 
not just to entertain children, but to share the Truth of G od’s 
perfect life for them. I encourage you to read, in the August/Sep- 
tember issue, the “Action Corner with Pete and Polly.” Pete and 
Polly are fun boy and girl characters from the children's own peer 
group. They talk with children about prayer. They explain how 
they use prayer to thank God for their many blessings, to seek 
guidance in their lives, and sometimes just to talk with Him.

The Good Words and affirmations from “What’s the Good



Word?” are to encourage children to be their Best Selves.
The staff of WEE WISDOM is dedicated to bringing Truth prin

ciples into all facets of the magazine. We realize that spiritual 
growth is as important as physical growth. There is no certain age 
that children must reach before they can first experience this 
growth, and there is no mandatory age of retirement from this 
vital part of life.

WEE WISDOM is still reaching out to help children know the 
Truth of the God of love and peace and power and joy, and to 
remind them that He can fortify them with an overflowing of 
wisdom, love, and health for perfect life.

The page size of the magazine is a little smaller with the 
August/September issue, but the type is larger and more readable. 
The artwork is planned to complement the stories and to inspire 
the children to read. In this eighty-fifth anniversary issue, there 
will be reprints of features from years past. Maybe you will 
recognize some.

The August/September anniversary issue is special, and we 
know it will bring a special blessing to all who read it. ®
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Three Cheers 
for

WEE WISDOM
Magazine!

Designed to fit tiny hands and stimulate young minds,
WEE WISDOM Magazine is instructive, entertaining, 
geared to the interests of children, and dedicated to 
their spiritual growth.

Unity’s publication for children, WEE WISDOM Maga
zine, is having a birthday this month. Eighty-five years of our best 
children’s stories and activities have gone into this remarkable 
magazine, begun by Myrtle Fillmore, cofounder of the Unity 
movement.

When you surround children with stories and illustrations that 
enchant and delight, they discover the joy that comes with learning. 
And when the stories are from WEE WISDOM Magazine they are 
beneficial and full of uplifting, positive, and spirit-enhancing ideas.

Consider this magazine, loved by children for generations, when 
you want to charm a child into reading or listening to stories and fill 
a need to provide hours of affirmative, encouraging knowledge 
about God’s world.

Subscription rates are; one year (10 issues), $4; two years, $7; 
and three years, $10. Order today by writing to:

WEE WISDOM Magazine 
Unity Village, Missouri 64065



THE POWER OF AFFIRMATIONS

Steps in 
Changing Our Thought 

Climate

Part III

Now that we have an under
standing of the mind dynamic 
process and the way that 
thoughts are transformed into 
events and experiences in our 
outside world, let us move on 
to a step-by-step process of 
how we change our negative 
thoughts to positive thoughts.

The first step in changing 
negative thoughts to positive 
thoughts is awareness. Until 
we are aware of what negative 
thoughts are operating in our 
mind, we are a victim of these 
negative thoughts, and they 
are in control. From birth we 
have had many seed thoughts 
planted in our mind, and

through the previously de
scribed process have come to 
accept them as true about our
self. Not knowing how to 
change these thoughts, we 
have just accepted them and 
have operated our life as if they 
were true.

One way we can become 
aware of these basic beliefs 
about ourself is to write down 
our thoughts when we are ex
periencing fear, depression, 
anger, or loneliness. These 
“down” times are being rein
forced by all of our basic 
negative thoughts. Some ex
amples are: “I will never 
amount to anything,” “No one
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ever listens to me," ‘‘Why try, 
no one cares,” “Life is just a 
grind,” “I always get hurt,” 
“Life is just one problem after 
another.” As we seek to be
come aware of our thoughts, 
we will be amazed how much 
negative thought is going on 
inside of us.

Another simple thought 
awareness exercise is to carry a 
pocket notebook with you and 
write down negative thoughts 
that come to you during the 
day.

To experience the steps in 
changing thought process, 
stop now and write down three 
negative thoughts you fre
quently have. For example: “I 
am too impatient,” “I blow up 
too easily and can’t handle my 
anger,” ‘‘I always get 
manipulated,” and so on.

The second step in changing 
negative thought to positive 
thought is to take each nega
tive statement you have just 
written and beside it write a 
positive statement. This step is 
where much confusion can take 
place because we must be sure 
the new statement is positive.

Let me speak now to the 
source of this confusion. If you 
found it difficult to think of a 
positive thought about your 
negative statement, this is a 
common struggle. I have found 
in helping people with this step 
that there seems to be a mind 
block in thinking of a positive

statement. In our culture we 
are programmed to think de
fensively, seeking only to make 
sure something negative does 
not happen to us with the false 
assumption that if we can keep 
negative things from happen
ing to us, we will automatically 
have the positive. This is not 
true. Many people will say, “I 
don’t want to be like my 
mother,” “I don’t want to be 
like my dad,” “I don't want to 
be like my husband.” They 
spend so much time not being 
something that they never are 
anything. Others will say, “I 
don’t want to do this or I don’t

th ia iion
By June B. Stark

I lift my joy 
And place it 
On the altar of life;
It rises gently,
Like a mist,
And rejoins 
The silent flow 
Of the universe,
Then it returns,
Enfolds me lovingly,
And I,
In its circle of light 
Quiet and enclosed, 
Become its still point.



want to do that,” and conse
quently they never do any
thing. Our energy is then di
rected toward not being or do
ing anything, just being sure 
nothing negative happens to 
us. I once asked a woman if she 
were happy and her reply was, 
‘‘I don’t know, but I’m not 
unhappy.” When you examine 
this statement you may make 
an interesting observation. 
This person is not happy, 
which we could say is at one 
side of the scale, and she is not 
sad, the other side of the scale, 
but where is she? She is not 
unhappy, which is another way 
of saying she is nowhere, just 
living life defensively. Living 
life defensively only creates 
emptiness. Let me paraphrase 
a biblical story that illustrates 
this point.

Once there was a man who 
had an evil spirit in his house. 
It was causing him much mis
ery, so he decided to rid himself 
of that spirit with the hope 
that once the spirit was gone, 
he would be a happy man and 
live a prosperous life. He ob
tained the services of a very 
wise man in his town. The seer 
told him that two things need
ed to be done, but would give 
him only the first task and he 
would need to return for his 
final instructions. He now 
knew how to drive out the evil 
spirit, so he went home and 
swept his house clean, room by

room, from cellar to attic. The 
evil spirit left, and the man sat 
in his easy chair satisfied that 
the problem was solved. He 
was so satisfied that he forgot 
to return for his final instruc
tions.

Several weeks later, the evil 
spirit was walking by and 
decided to peek in the window 
to see who was living in the 
house. Much to his surprise, he 
saw nothing but bare rooms 
that were very clean. Seeing 
the emptiness of the house and 
being without a home, he 
moved back in, this time bring
ing several of his cronies with 
him, each with ten servants 
and a chauffeur.

We operate on the basis of 
“don’t” and “thou shall not” 
so much of the time and spend 
all our effort worrying about 
keeping negative aspects out of 
our life that no time is spent 
putting new furniture into our 
houses. We clean and clean our 
house, but we still feel the emp
tiness.

The Greeks have a story that 
may give us some direction. It 
is about Ulysses and the Sirens 
who sang so sweetly that sail
ors could not resist steering 
toward their island. Many 
ships were lured upon the rocks 
and men forgot home, duty, 
and honor as they flung them
selves into the sea to be em
braced by arms that drew them 
down to death. A man could



manage to sail by safely only if 
he could say no to the Sirens. 
But finally they learned a bet
ter way to save themselves; 
they took on board their own, 
better music. When Orpheus 
sang, who bothered to listen to 
the Sirens? We must move be
yond just saying no to negative 
thoughts, and bring some new 
music (positive thoughts) into 
our life.

Changing negative thought 
to positive thought is not just 
saying no to the negative. At 
one point in my life when I 
started using affirmations I ex
perienced this dilemma. I was 
using the affirmation, I do not 
like my impatience, thinking 
this was a positive way to 
change. One day while telling a 
friend about the fact that 
nothing seemed to be chang
ing, he said to me, “That’s not 
a positive thought. You are 
just telling your impatience no 
and putting nothing in its

place.” He was right, I was 
thinking defensively. His sug
gestion was the positive affir
mation, I  love patience.

Being sure we are making a 
positive statement is a very im
portant part of this process. 
Let me use the examples in 
step one to illustrate the point. 
“I am impatient,” could be 
changed to I  love patience, or I 
am a patient person. “I blow up 
too easily and cannot handle 
my anger,” could be I am ex
pressing my feelings in a posi
tive manner, or I  express my 
anger in a responsible way. “I 
always get manipulated” could 
be, I  take responsibility for my 
feelings, and I  allow others to 
take responsibility for theirs, 
or I  am positively open and 
honest with my feelings. 
Manipulation comes when we 
are not aware of our own feel
ings and are not taking respon
sibility for them.

To continue our exercise,

From time to time, friends ask us to assist them in 
remembering this work in their wills. In response, we 
have now prepared a simple instruction booklet which 
contains much of the needed information and many 
suggestions. I f you wish to have one of these booklets, 
direct your request for it to

LEGACIES
Unity School of Christianity 
Unity Village, Missouri 64065



take the three negative 
thoughts you have written and 
change them to a short, simple, 
positive statement.

Step three is repetition and 
emotion. Remember, the 
powers that moved your 
negative thoughts from the 
conscious mind to the sub
conscious mind were repetition 
and emotion, so we are using 
the same dynamic to move 
positive thought from one level 
to the other. Just as negative 
thoughts maintain their power 
by repetition and emotion, so 
will positive thoughts. The 
third step is to begin repeating 
each of your new positive affir
mations at least ten times dur
ing a quiet time in the morning 
and in the evening and anytime 
you wish during the day. You 
are now beginning the neutral
izing process.

Repeating these new affir
mations is just half the pro
cess. We must repeat each one 
with emotion, feeling the 
thought inside ourself. To 
repeat the thoughts casually 
will do no good. You must have 
the power to move them to the 
subconscious level. The power 
is your emotion in each state
ment.

You have sta rted  the 
neutralizing process, planted 
the seed, and each day as you 
continue, you nourish the seed 
thought. Again let me say, this 
is not magic, and it does take

time and effort. It has taken 
much time and effort to create 
your negativity; it is going to 
take time and effort to reverse 
the process.

Let me suggest a simple pro
cedure to follow each morning 
and evening. You might go 
through the exercise right now. 
Sit or recline comfortably and 
begin repeating very slowly, I 
am peaceful and calm. After 
five or ten minutes, or when 
you feel yourself calm, repeat 
each new affirmation slowly 
and with emotion and out loud 
if possible at least ten times. 
After you have completed 
repeating each affirmation ten 
times, go back to repeating, I 
am peaceful and calm, for two 
or three minutes. If you do this 
exercise each morning and eve
ning you will have started the 
change process. Let me put 
this exercise in a simple outline 
form.

1. With eyes closed, 
repeat, I  am peaceful 
and calm for five to 
ten minutes.

2. Repeat each of your 
three new affirma
tions ten times with 
feeling.

3. Conclude the exer
cise by repeating, I 
am peaceful and 
calm for two or three 
minutes.

The neutralizing process 
takes time, and the results will



usually begin to happen in a 
subtle manner. Let me give a 
personal example. When I 
began working on my impa
tience by using the affirmation, 
I  love patience, the results did 
not come soon or dramatically. 
It was a month and a half later 
after consistently, morning 
and evening, affirming this 
thought that I noticed a 
change. I was in a meeting that 
was very frustrating. In the 
past my impatience would 
have been, on a numerical 
scale, 100. At that moment I 
found myself responding at

about 75 on the scale. It was a 
noticeable change, although 
still I was feeling some impa
tience, but I knew the neutral
izing process had been working 
and the balance of power about 
my impatience was shifting. It 
took time and consistent effort.

To firmly establish the pro
cess of changing negative 
thought to positive thought, go 
back and reread Part II and 
this part together. Rereading 
the process will help solidify 
the concept and process in your 
mind. Begin using these steps 
daily.

< 3 ogm zan ce
The inner Self, 
near to me, 
dear to me—
the radiant deathless Self, 
becomes more and more 
clear to me
as I turn my attention
more and more frequently
to the enfolding,
interpenetrating,
limitless divine reality
that is me
in my child-of-God
capacity to be
victorious,
loving,
understanding,
joyous,
and free!



PRAYER
POW ER

Excerpts from letters to Silent 
Unity, quoted with permission 
of the writers.

Everlasting Arms

D e a r  S i le n t  U n ity : As I look back 
over the past twelve or so years 
since I first heard of Unity, 1 realize 
that you have been a steadfast 
reminder to me that underneath 
are “the everlasting arms.”

I came from a broken home, 
was a battered child, had an 
alcoholic mother, and have had 
quite a time overcom ing those 
handicaps, which are just as 
limiting, 1 feel, as would be any 
other kind of handicap. But with 
your help, through Silent Unity 
and your publications, I am learn
ing that I am a child of G od and 
did not cause (by a lack in me) all 
those horrible things that hap
pened to me as a child. At the 
same time, I have learned that I 
am responsible for myself and that 
I can, by turning to G od and with

His help, change anything that I 
want to change.

I have suffered for years with 
anxiety attacks, and many nights, 
through my fear and panic, 1 have 
remembered that just a reach 
away was the telephone to Silent 
Unity, and that knowledge has 
comforted me and allowed me to 
keep on keeping on. I am even 
learning to smile through my pain 
and fear knowing that the reality 
of me is not pain, fear, or diffi
culty.

To call for prayer help, phone 
(816) 524-5104. (If you have an 
urgent need and have no means 
of paying for a call, dial our toll- 
free number: 800-821-2935.)



Recently we received a letter 
from a friend who felt that 
through praying with us her 
life had been filled with God’s 
blessings, and she was filled 
with gratitude. She told us she 
would like to hug us, and since 
she couldn’t she was hugging 
us in her mind. She said she 
wished that we would have a 
special day when everybody for 
whom we had been praying 
would pray for us. We thank 
our friend for her gracious 
thought; we are deeply grateful 
for her love and good wishes.

However, we hope that she 
and all of you who are our 
friends are praying for us, not 
just on a special day, but every 
day. We hope you hold us in 
your heart and in your mind as 
you would a friend, and when 
your thought turns to us it is to 
bless us.

But even more than praying 
for us, we hope that you are 
praying with us. The greatest 
blessing you can give us is to 
pray with us. We believe in 
united prayer and we keep a 
constant vigil of prayer here. It

1 am enclosing a small gift which 
represents my sincere thanks for 
all that Unity has done for me 
through the years.—P.M., C o n 
n e c t ic u t .

The Power of Prayer

D e a r  F r ie n d s : I am so grateful to 
my dear brother for sending me a 
three-year subscription to both 
UNITY Magazine and Daily 
W ord .

1 was to have had open-heart 
surgery a year ago, and I feel that 
only the prayers of my friends 
here and at Unity enabled the 
specialist to discover that I could 
not have survived the operation, 
and it was called off at the last 
minute.

I am a great believer in the 
power of prayer and everyone 
marvels that I am recovering with
out the operation. I have never 
felt as close to G od as I d o now.



Silent Unity

is our desire that as we pray, a 
great chain of prayer is stretch
ing around the earth with thou
sands upon thousands of faith
ful, loving human beings joined 
in the silent unity of commu
nion with God. As more and 
more people join in prayer, 
what a great spiritual power is 
released throughout the world.

So we say to you dear 
friends, “Join the power of 
your thought with ours. 
Whenever you think of us, 
whenever a need occurs, get 
still for a moment, turn to God

James Dillet Free:
and pour out a blessing, and 
know that you are linked with 
all of us who are praying in 
Silent Unity. You are blessing 
us, blessing yourself, and bless
ing others. You are swelling 
the chorus of love and faith and 
prayer; you are helping to 
bring God’s good into expres
sion.’’

Yes, may you have a special 
day for praying with us, and 
may that be every day.

Thank you for your prayers. 
— D.M.. B ritish  C o lu m b ia .

God’s Guidance

D e a r  S i le n t Unify: 1 called you ear
ly one morning to ask for prayers 
concerning my w idowed mother 
who lives in a different state.

Because of a fall, she had 
broken som e bones and was not 
able to care entirely for herself, 
and of course should not be

alone. The woman we had con 
tacted to stay with her decided 
against the situation, and the time 
was running short before I needed 
to return to my own home.

The kind, gentle voice on the 
end of the line at Unity assured 
me of G od’s presence in this situa
tion and His outworking of the 
right solution. 1 hung up the 
phone, calm and serene, believing 
the Lord would show us the way 
and bring us the right person.



Shortly afterward, with the help 
of a fine Christian woman, the 
right lady did appear. She had just 
been let off of a case and was 
looking for a live-in position.

My heart is filled with gratitude 
for the wonderful way in which 
you are helping G od work out d e
tails in people's lives. Thank you 
from my heart. — D .P .D . ,  O h io .

A Child’s Healing

D e a r  F r ie n d s : I wish to thank you 
for your kind, loving prayers for 
my eighteen-month-old nephew.

M----was ill with rheumatoid
arthritis when 1 called you. He had 
stopped walking and could not 
stand even a touch on his little 
body. I am happy to tell you that 
within a week after 1 called you he 
was up walking and is as playful 
and happy as ever.

His family is glowing with 
happiness. Thanks and praise to 
God for healing him. We know 
that your and our prayers for his 
healing have been answered.

Enclosed please find a love 
offering. Many blessings! —J.C.J.. 
T e x a s .

Prayer Does Wonders

D e a r  S i le n t  U n ity: At the urging of 
a close friend and neighbor, I 
called you to ask for prayers for 
my husband who was to undergo 
open-heart surgery. I have always 
believed that if you ask the Father 
anything in Jesus’ name, He will

give it to you according to how 
much you believe. 1 gave it 
everything I have, and knowing 
your prayers were with us was a 
great support and comfort.

My husband came through the 
surgery, and his recovery time has 
been almost miraculous. For both 
of us, this was a very spiritual and 
emotional time. We have spent 
much time since then helping 
others who will undergo the same 
type of surgery, and there is a 
possibility of starting an informa
tion class at the hospital.

The night I called you, I kept 
thinking of a lady at the hospital 
whose husband had been in inten
sive care for more than a month 
with no progress. With all her 
worry and fears for him, she still 
had time to express her loving 
concern for all the families of the 
other patients, visiting each one, 
giving what comfort and help she 
could. I felt that it was time some 
comfort and help was given to 
her, and I told her of my urgent 
feelings that she should call you. 
Sunday night she phoned you for 
prayers, and on Monday her hus
band began to improve. By 
Wednesday tests showed his heart 
had grown its own bypass, and 
the next day he was taken out of 
intensive care. Two weeks later 
she took him home.

Your prayers indeed do won
ders. May the blessings your 
prayers have brought to others 
return to you one hundredfold. 
— J .J .A ., O h io .



Scholars tell us 
that a stone, 

dropped into still water, 
causes ripples whose effect 

goes on eternally . . . 
Their vibration never ceases.

Sages have said 
that one loving thought, 

cast into the sea of life, 
has infinite value . . .

Its vital waves go on 
and on and on, blending 

with other loving thoughts, 
strengthening, intensifying, 

multiplying their immortal good.



A KIND OF 
SPIRITUAL MUSIC

An Interview with Robert E. Lee

Editor's Note: The interview that follows with Robert E. Lee is 
different from the usual fare in UNITY Magazine, but we are sure 
that the inspired thoughts of one o f America's most gifted play
wrights will be helpful to everyone who reads the article. Mr. Lee, 
co-author with Jerome Lawrence of such plays as “Inherit the 
Wind, " “Auntie Marne, ” “The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail, " and 
many others, is a longtime student of Unity and uses Truth prin
ciples in his work and in his everyday life.

UNITY Magazine:
How long have you been in

terested in Unity teachings, 
Mr. Lee? Will you share your 
feelings about Daily Word and 
UNITY Magazine?

Mr. Lee:
The Unity publications are a 

kind of spiritual music. There 
is a lot of clatter in our lives: 
clanging phones, roaring 
planes, screeching brakes—the 
discordant voices of doom- 
criers, salesm en, and 
charlatans.

Unity is a refreshing remind
er that there is harmony in the 
world. We can be deafened by 
the noise of NOW! But Unity 
gives us a sense of transcen
dent themes and rhythms, an 
Emersonian assurance that the 
discords can be resolved.

I find a singularly American 
freedom in Unity. It respects 
my Self. It is marvelously 
clean of dogma and demands. 
Your writings seem to come in
to my life and ask: “How can 
we help you be stronger, better, 
more in accord with the great 
plan of the Universe?”

My wife and I read Daily 
Word and UNITY Magazine 
regularly. Sometimes we read 
passages aloud to each other. 
Sharing them, we are often sur
prised at the particular ap
propriateness of their content. 
Problem-solving is somehow 
easier with Unity’s reminder of 
the ever-present force of Love.

UNITY Magazine:
You are one of the finest 

writers on the American scene 
today; however, most of your



work is done in collaboration 
with Jerome Lawrence. Why 
have you chosen not to go it 
alone in the literary world?

Mr. Lee:
Our collaboration works be

cause it is an association of 
consent, not of demand. He 
does many projects entirely on 
his own, as I do. Our relation
ship is a healthy demonstra

tion of Toynbee’s “withdrawal 
and return”: We will work 
closely on one task, individu
ally on the next. I think this 
may be the secret of the dura
tion of our partnership. We 
have, I think, collaborated 
longer than any other recog
nized playwrights. Jerry and I 
began writing together in 1942, 
shortly after Pearl Harbor; so I 
think we have the long-dis-



tance record for the lan
guage—thirty-six years—and 
two new plays in 1978. But, our 
personal lives are distinct and 
different. We share a high 
esteem for each other and we 
both read Daily Word daily!

UNITY Magazine:
When did you decide that 

you wanted to write for a 
career and how did the decision 
come into manifestation?

Mr. Lee:
I did not always intend to be 

a playwright. As a high school 
student, I was fascinated by 
astronomy. I ground my own 
telescope mirror, froze my 
fingers comet hunting with my 
homemade telescope mounted 
on three sawed-off broom 
handles. I went to Ohio 
Wesleyan University because 
OWU had the fourth largest 
telescope in the world—and I 
had the pleasure of working 
with the big Perkins instru
ment. While in college I be
came intrigued with communi
cation. I worked at several dif
ferent radio stations in Colum
bus and Cleveland, both as an 
announcer and as a continuity 
writer.

My closest friend in college 
was Charles Copenhaven, now 
minister of the Reformed 
Church in Bronxville, N.Y. 
Right out of college, the two of 
us bummed around Eu 

r o p e—m otorb ik in g, h ik
ing-four months for what four 
days would cost now. Copey 
and I retraced Paul's'footsteps 
into Rome along the Appian 
Way. In those days I was inter
ested in religion in the same 
way in which I was interested 
in history or science.

London’s BBC was far ahead 
of the United States in tele
vision. Based on what I saw 
and learned there, I wrote one 
of the first books about televi
sion—“Television the Revolu
tion." The grand old scientist, 
Dr. Lee de Forest, wrote a 
glowing foreword. This was my 
first toss of a literary quoit.

The day I got off the lie de 
France, I landed a job with 
Young and Rubicam—in pre- 
World War II days the most 
exciting advertising agency in 
the United States. I was a pro
ducer or assistant on many top 
radio shows—both in New 
York and California. I wrote a 
guest-spot for Paul Muni (who 
would later star in our “Inherit 
the Wind"). It was presented 
on the Kate Smith show. In 
payment, I received an old tux
edo which belonged to the pro
ducer, Ted Collins. While I was 
working on the revived war
time “March of Time," Jerome 
Lawrence and I met, and 
started to write free-lance 
scripts. It was so much more 
profitable than working for an 
agency that I left Young and



Eubicam and L&L (Lawrence 
& Lee) came into existence.

UNITY Magazine:
It is obvious to anyone who 

has read your work that you 
not only entertain the reader, 
but that you convey an impor
tant message. Do you consider 
yourself a teacher?

Mr. Lee:
I have always been a learner. 

I suppose that is why I love to 
teach, because this is simply 
another way to learn. I am on 
the Theatre Arts staff at 
UCLA and I learn as much 
from my students as I teach 
them. The lecture hall should 
be a two-way street: students 
and professors should be en
lightened by each other. As a 
playwright, I’m afraid I am 
both teacher and preacher. 
What I write is not solely to 
entertain, or to divert an 
audience. I hope to change 
people, to share my own dis
coveries with them.

UNITY Magazine:
To what extent are you in

volved in things of spirit?

Mr. Lee:
Do I consider myself a reli

gious person? Yes, religion 
means a great deal to me. But 
many people would not con
sider me religious. I have dif
ficulty with many of the con

ventions of orthodox belief. I 
feel great empathy with Ralph 
Waldo Emerson when he left 
the pulpit because he could not 
conscientiously administer the 
Eucharist.

Most of the trimmings of re
ligion I find wildly irrel
evant—like the tinsel on a 
Christmas tree. Jesus did not 
burden the disciples with 
creeds and credos. He said: 
“Follow me.’’ The essence of 
religion, for me, is following 
the loving and living Christ. I 
am stronger through the belief 
that He is the Son of God; and 
if we acknowledge a divinity 
within each of us then we are 
His brothers. The theology of 
Jesus is stunningly simple and 
direct: It is the Fatherhood of 
God.

Some people need the stimu
lus of formal worship more 
than others. I think the 
religious experience is essen
tially m ystica l and per
sonal—and very different for 
every individual. More impor
tant than observing any formal 
ritual is the ethical result of the 
religious experience. That is 
why I find such strength in 
Unity: it urges me to use my in
tuition of the divine in my prac
tical hour-to-hour tasks of 
working and living.

UNITY Magazine:
Would you discuss the broad 

term “creativity’’ in connec-



tion with your work?

Mr. Lee:
The role of a writer is revela

tory. True, I mine myself. But 
I did not create myself. Nor am 
I responsible for some of the 
veins of ore which I try to draw 
forth. The act of creation is 
something much larger than 
the labor of one man. Writing 
is an epiphany. I am witness to 
what my imperfect eye and 
mind cannot wholly under
stand, and which our flawed 
and ambiguous language can
not perfectly convey. But I try.

Someone once wrote: “I’m 
sending you a long letter 
because I don’t have the time 
to write a short one.” Brevity 
is a prize. It is one of the bless
ings of Unity—a few direct and 
powerful sentences in Daily 
Word influence the shape of 
the day for millions of Ameri
cans and others throughout the 
world. There is a Scriptural 
Source, but no credal bound
ary.

UNITY Magazine:
In your newest book, “Writ

ing Without Rules,” you men
tion a short story you once 
wrote that didn't sell. It was 
entitled, “Everyth ing Is 
Easy.” Would you discuss 
your philosophy behind the 
“everything is easy” phrase?

Mr. Lee:

I don’t suppose I really 
believe everything is easy. But, 
when you are up against a 
tough problem, I don’t think it 
makes it any easier to let your
self be engulfed by how tough 
it is. Nobody cares how hard 
you have worked on some
thing. It has to look easy. We 
all know about verisimili
tude—the appearance of truth. 
I have a new one for you: “qua
silassitude”—the appearance 
of ease. Everything is easy 
when one takes this attitude.

UNITY Magazine:
Would you discuss what you 

consider the focal point of the 
book, “W riting W ithout 
Rules"?

Mr. Lee:
Essentially, I am telling 

those who would be writers not 
to let their efforts erode the en
joyment of what they are writ
ing. If there is only pain and no 
enjoyment in what you write, it 
won’t be much fun for anyone 
to read your work.

The admonition to enjoy is 
not a matter of hedonism. It is 
a necessity. It becomes infi
nitely harder to do something 
if you can take no pleasure in 
it. Pleasure is the volatile gas 
which fuels the engine of crea
tion. If you hate the process, 
the wheels won’t go around, 
the whole mechanism breaks 
down.



A writer can learn a lot from 
a tumbleweed. Don't be heavy 
with self. Don’t let massive 
consistency depress you. A 
tumbleweed can travel where a 
dune buggy will get bogged 
down. Don’t think too hard. 
Don't try to understand every
thing; it spoils the sport. 
Remember the overanalytical 
centipede? He asked himself: 
“With all my hundred feet, 
how do I know which one to 
move first? He thought about 
it so hard that he was never 
able to walk again. How many 
writers think about it so hard 
that they never get any words 
on paper? I say to you as 
writers, creators, artists, 
teachers—you can destroy 
your work by too much effort.

Spill it out. Say it on paper! 
Don’t be afraid of being ver
bose in your first draft. You 
can always slash it! Use that 
word you aren’t quite sure of. 
Look it up later. As Jesus said 
of the resurrected Laza
rus-loose him and let him go. 
If your talent seems dead, 
maybe it is only sleeping. 
Loose it and let it go. Be free, 
easy, unrestricted, and driven 
only by the joy of creation.

UNITY Magazine:
How does all this apply to 

those who are not writers?

Mr. Lee:
Aren’t all of us writers?

Even when we speak, we are 
writing. Our tongues are pens. 
The air is ink. And the paper on 
which we write is the eardrum 
of each listener.

We are the author of our own 
life. Every action we take is 
written in thought before we 
perform it. Whatever we say or 
do remains indelibly a part of 
our own history, imprinted in 
the minds and memories of wit
nesses. Even if you do not hold 
a host of copyrights, or boast 
of shelves of books which bear 
your name, you cannot escape 
the responsibility of author
ship. A playwright’s career 
may be a chequered succession 
of hits and flops on Broadway. 
But the life of every man and 
woman is a sequence of per
sonal dramas—successes and 
failures—full of plot, rising ac
tion, character development, 
crisis, and denouement.

The curtain rises on the 
drama of my life with every 
sunrise, and sleep is only the 
intermission between the acts.

How often we write clumsy 
and disordered plays for 
ourselves! As the stars of our 
own dramas, we should look for 
more inspired authorship. But 
if the role we write for our own 
living is well-conceived, chal
lenging, seasoned with humor 
and even a little heroism here 
and there, the play of our days 
is more likely to be worth the 
price of admission. 0



Watchword:
THE PEACE OF GOO

Building the Christ 
Consciousness

BY FRANCES W. FOULKS 

PART VIII

Beloved of God:
Along one side of my garden 

lies a stretch of woods. It has 
the same soil, the same amoun t 
of sunshine and rainfall as the 
garden. Yet never do these 
trees wither during the heat of 
the day as does the garden. 
They have sent their roots deep 
into a living stream and out
side conditions do not affect 
them. You and I  have seen per
sons who have come to a place 
in consciousness when neither 
people, conditions, circum
stances, nor weather influence 
them. They have a calmness, a 
poise and strength, a sweetness 
that comes through abiding in 
the secret place of the Most 
High and through knowing the 
peace o f God.

We can all come to this place 
if we are willing to pay the 
price, that is, use our power of 
choice to see the good only. The 
great oak did not grow in a day. 
First it was an acorn, with the 
germ of the tree it was to be 
locked fast in a hard shell. Then 
it was a sapling, shaken by 
every wind that blew, yet each 
day it was busy sending its 
roots deeper into the ground in 
search of a hidden stream.

We will feel ourself becoming 
stronger and more steady as we 
continue to deny error appear
ances, as we keep our eyes on 
the good only, as we recognize 
and claim the power of the in
dwelling Christ. Soon we will 
feel the Presence that walks 
beside us keeping us strong.



sweet, and calm, no matter 
what the condition or cir
cumstance. With Paul we can 
say: "None of these things 
moves me." This leads us into 
the promised land where flesh 
bondage ceases, and we find 
that the prophet's vision of a 
“peacefu l habitation . . . 
secure dwelling . . . and quiet 
resting places" comes to mind 
(Isa. 32:18). As the human race 
conquers hates, fears, and 
other destructive emotions, the 
extremes of heat and cold, 
droughts, floods, and storms 
will cease. Each of us has a part 
in reestablishing the Garden of 
Eden, for it begins in the mind, 
and daily our mental state de
termines the time of the com
ing of Christ's kingdom.

Let us take for our watch
word peace. Enter this con
sciousness, then speak it to all 
outer inharmonies and keep 
speaking it until they become 
as harmonious as did the tur
bulent waters when the Master 
spoke to them: "Peace! Be 
still!"

VIII. The Peace of God

Meditation: My peace I give 
to you; not as the 
world gives, do I 
give to you. Let 
not your hearts be 
troubled, neither 
let them be afraid 
(John 14:27).

Meditation on this promise 
of the Master carries us far 
beyond mere words into a 
peace that perhaps we have 
never before felt. Never has 
there lived a person who was so 
at peace with God and Creation 
as was Jesus of Nazareth. This 
was because He knew the 
Father and trusted Him ut
terly, and because He let 
Himself become a channel 
through which the Father 
could express; and He says: 
“My peace I give to you!"

What it would mean to each 
of us if we would accept this 
gift of the Christ of God in its 
completeness. Peace! Never 
again would we have a troubled 
heart or worried and anxious 
thoughts. Never again would 
we seek worldly things and 
places at the expense of our 
communion with the Father. 
Never again would we put our 
dependence on persons, posi
tion, things, or self-endeavor in 
seeking our good, thus shut
ting out the “greater than I" 
who will bring us mighty suc
cess, powerful healing, joy, and 
abundance whenever we open 
the way. No, not as the world 
gives does the Christ give, not 
in ignorance, failure, refusal, or 
betrayal. He Who is the same 
yesterday, today, and forever, 
is a wise, peaceful, powerful, 
and dependable giver and lover 
on Whom we can depend each 
moment of the day and night.



In the very thickest of the fray, 
when temptation is greatest, 
the odds most overwhelming, 
the way darkest, the personal 
self weary and weak from striv
ing, “Lo, I am with you al
ways.” Utterly and eternally 
we can depend on Him! Do you 
not feel a great peace steal into 
your heart as you listen to His 
words: “My peace I give to 
you. . . . Let not your hearts 
be troubled, neither let them be 
afraid” (John 14:27)?

If we would be more like the 
Master, have His fuller and 
greater con sc iou sn ess of 
Christhood, we must seek to 
find the peace that is born of 
trust in the Father, and aban
don ourself fully to His will, 
never doubting that the best of 
earth and heaven was created 
for us and is ours in His will 
now.

Your soul, my soul, and the 
soul of every other person in 
this world long for the peace 
that comes from such a realiza
tion. Our souls are hungry and 
will not be satisfied until this 
consciousness is restored. Un
til then peace is as a will-o-the- 
wisp. We think we have found 
it in some quiet place far from 
the noise, confusion, and 
crowds, yet perhaps a letter, or 
a telegram, or the word of 
another, even a thought will 
throw our mind into such con
fusion that we become entirely 
unconscious of the stillness

and tranquillity about us. As 
long as we allow our mind to 
become a turmoil, our body will 
be filled with destructive emo
tions and our affairs with con
fusion and inharmony. Peace 
lies in self-control and self- 
mastery, in refusing to let con
ditions, circumstances, or per
sonalities upset or influence us. 
It lies in being able to turn 
quickly from the outer and its 
disturbing factors to the inner 
power and dominion of our 
Christhood, and to stay until 
we are sure of mastery. Then 
we can come forth and deal 
with the outer in wisdom and 
love. Only when we have 
learned to do this and have 
come to the place where “none 
of these things moves me,” 
does peace like a river con
tinually flow into our mind and 
out into body and affairs, 
creating for us happy and 
harmonious conditions and cir
cumstances.

There is only one way to 
enter the peace of God which 
Paul says “passeth all under
standing” and which “shall 
keep your hearts and minds 
through Christ Jesus," and 
that is by living constantly in 
right relation with the Father. 
This comes through silent com
munion, through keeping the 
high watch, which is refusing 
to recognize error and contin
ually seeking to see as Christ 
sees. Through accepting and



using His promises we are 
given grace, strength, peace, 
and power beyond the mortal.

Everywhere in the Bible we 
are taught this. We are told 
that peace comes to us through 
righteousness, that is, living in 
right relation to the Lord and 
the law. In the beautiful words 
of the Psalmist: “Righteous
ness and peace will kiss each 
other" (Psalms 85:10). Listen!

Are you unhappy or needy in 
mind, body, or affairs? “Agree 
with God, and be at peace; 
thereby good will come to you" 
(Job 22:21). Do you have fric
tion or strife in your life? 
“When a man’s ways please 
the Lord, he makes even his 
enemies to be at peace with 
him" (Prov. 16:7). Do you have 
restless and sleepless nights? 
“In peace I will both lie down

Because you and many others want to know more about 
Unity’s ideas and viewpoints, the Unity Institute for Continu
ing Education (U.I.C.E.) offers resident classes at Unity 
Village.

You can study for deeper understanding of life and living, 
or to develop a fresh personal vision to meet your challenges, 
or to build skills and confidence to eventually teach others.

If you would like more information please write to us.

Unity Institute for Continuing Education
Unity Village, Missouri 64065



and sleep; for thou alone, O 
Lord, makest me dwell in safe
ty" (Psalms 4:8). Are you eas
ily offended or quick to offend? 
"Great peace have those who 
love thy law; nothing can 
make them stumble" (Psalms 
119:165). Do you seek justice 
or protection? "The Lord will 
fight for you, and you have 
only to be still" (Exod. 14:14). 
Would you have a happy and 
successful life? “Let us then 
pursue what makes for peace 
and for mutual upbuilding" 
(Rom. 14:19).

These texts may be used as 
prayers for the self or another 
when there seem to be manifes
tations contrary to their belief. 
If we do our part we will al
ways find the results as prom
ised. Many times have I proved 
the power of them. One time 
stands out as I write you: I had 
occasion, according to the 
human mind, to be greatly of
fended. I refused to consider 
this and turned my attention 
to God and was reminded of

Unity Churches, Centers, 
and Teachers

I f you would like to know the location 
o f your nearest Unity church or center, 
and cannot find it listed in your 
telephone directory, please write to 
The Association of Unity Churches, 
Unity Village, Mo. 64065. They will be 
glad to give you any desired informa
tion about Unity churches or classes in 
your vicinity.

His promise: "Great peace 
have those who love thy law; 
nothing can make them stum
ble." Over and over I repeated 
this until my mind was so filled 
with it that thoughts of offense 
could not find entrance. I spoke 
it for the other also, knowing 
that through this I could not 
give offense. In less than half 
an hour the telephone rang and 
that one through whom human 
offense seemed to come spoke 
to me in love, and the matter 
was adjusted wonderfully. If I 
had recognized the error and 
kept seeing its injustice and 
condemning the other, there 
would have been unhappiness 
and regrets. But the power 
that brings us good when we 
claim it made peace between 
us.

So shall peace come to each 
of us in all trying circum
stances and conditions, if we 
turn quickly to the changeless 
Christ and seek to know His 
way of action. Thus into our 
heart will come the peace and 
goodwill of which the angel 
sang at the coming of the 
Prince of Peace, and through 
this peace in the hearts of all 
shall come universal peace on 
earth.

The Lord bless you and keep 
you: The Lord make His face to 
shine upon you, and be gra
cious to you: The Lord lift up 
His countenance upon you, and 
give you peace (Hum. 6:24-26).



BY ROSALIE GLEIM

SOME TIME AGO I decided that the word coincidence 
is a very strange word indeed. It is strange, although it is 
a word that can be found in any dictionary. It represents 
a situation that simply has no existence: an accidental or 
remarkable occurrence. I occasionally say to myself, 
“What a coincidence," but that is only because I am con
vinced that the Father has a healthy sense of humor. So I 
say it to acknowledge a private joke between us.

Two experiences I had recently may help to illustrate 
my point. These experiences were especially amusing to 
me because I have several friends who laugh at my expec
tation of just “finding" money in my mailbox, if there is 
some reason I need it.

I love to give gifts. Nothing delights me more than 
finding exactly the right thing to give to someone I care 
about. I am grateful for having abundance and for shar
ing. But one particular week was different. It had been a 
whole season of gift-giving—for birthdays, graduations, 
weddings, and many other occasions—and I really didn't

■■■



have money that w asn’t 
already needed for my own ex
penses. Then I found exactly 
what I wanted for my niece's 
high school graduation gift: a 
delicate and unusual opal ring. 
Finding the ring was in itself a 
“coincidence,” but it cost fifty- 
five dollars, which I didn’t 
have. That didn't matter at all; 
I had found the ring I had been 
looking for. I gave the jeweler 
five dollars and asked him to 
size the ring, and I told him I 
would pick it up in a week, 
knowing that I would be able 
to. The next day I received a 
check in the mail for fifty-eight 
dollars. It was the balance of a 
little checking account I 
thought I had closed out years 
ago. I took out six dollars as a 
tithe, and there was the price of 
the ring. It was a “coin
cidence.”

The six dollars from the 
check reminded me that I had 
planned to give a gift of 
celebration to my Unity center 
to observe my first anniversary 
there: but there wasn't any 
other money, and six dollars 
didn't seem like enough. So I 
just decided to give the center 
twenty-five dollars knowing 
the money would be there. It 
was, of course. Two days later I 
found another check in the 
mail. This one was a refund for

a deposit to the Water Com
pany two years before: fifteen 
dollars plus interest. All 
together it came to nearly 
twenty-five dollars. What a 
coincidence!

This “coincidence principle,” 
as I came to think of it, has 
been present in every aspect of 
my life for as long as I can 
remember. It has been in ab
solute control of the smallest 
situations, and the most impor
tant.

What I once called the “coin
cidence principle” I now call 
divine order. If I have a ques
tion that needs an answer or a 
problem that needs a resolu
tion, I fully expect to pick up a 
magazine from a newsstand 
or to be led to a book in the 
library where I will find my 
answer. Or the answer will be 
in the morning paper, on TV, or 
in the words of someone I talk 
to. But I do not have to look for 
it. It is just there, and it 
doesn't matter what I call it. In 
any case, this guiding influence 
has nothing whatever to do 
with “accidental or remarkable 
occurrence." It is lovingly 
planned and directed.

So the word coincidence no 
longer belongs in my vocabu
lary. There are no coincidences. 
There is only divine order. For 
that, I rejoice! ©



LIMITING
UDGMENTS

B Y  B E T T Y  S IK K IN G

EVERY EXPERIENCE that 
comes to us is for our highest 
good, a special purpose—our 
own individual growth and un- 
foldment Godward. We are 
wonderfully unique and so are 
our experiences. Every en
counter we have with another 
person is in divine order; 
through infinite wisdom he is 
brought to us for our individu
al learning, and for his. Our 
soul attracts our every en
counter; there are no mistakes. 
Our Christ-nature is constant
ly, lovingly, and gently leading 
us into higher states of con
sciousness. This growth in con
sciousness comes through each 
meeting and dealing with 
another person, and through 
every other life experience.

Have you ever labeled a per
son friend and then were disap
pointed when he didn’t support 
your thinking? Have you ever 
labeled a person helpful, only 
to find that he didn’t measure 
up to your definition? Have 
you ever labeled a person in
considerate, and then won
dered about his motives when 
he tried to be kind and helpful?

Have you ever labeled 
a situation dull, bor
ing, or uninteresting, 
only to find later that 
it was quite intrigu
ing?

When we label or 
judge any person or 
situation, we often set 
up a line of resistance 

between that and ourself. This 
resistance is not obvious most 
of the time. Sometimes we are 
not immediately aware of the 
chain reaction we have set up 
within ourself by making a cer
tain judgment. But the turmoil 
that goes on in mind and emo
tion because of inner resistance 
has a destructive effect on our 
well-being.

We can even feel physically 
ill over a certain situation or 
over our reactions to an indi
vidual. Our body reacts to our 
inner resistance to that situa
tion or individual, based on our 
previous judgment.

The moment we label anyone 
or anything, either positively 
or negatively, we interfere with 
the natural flow of our own 
good from that person or ex
perience. We have thereby 
placed a limit of God in our life, 
for God works through people 
and situations. When we learn 
to flow with life, to flow with 
the harmony of universal 
Mind, then we will find our 
good in every person who 
enters our world and in every 
situation we encounter. How



exciting life becomes when we 
accept the concept of divine ap
pointment!

Our highest good flows to us 
and through us as we withdraw 
our judgment by appearances 
and understand the meaning of 
righteous judgment. In God’s 
world of divine order and har
mony, there is no need for 
labeling and resistance. The 
Father is in charge of our life 
and all our affairs, and we are 
at one with the Father. Regard
less of appearances, every ex
perience that comes into our 
life is good; we have drawn to 
us that experience to be used 
as a stepping-stone toward our 
highest good and greatest un- 
foldment.

A good Biblical example of 
this Truth is seen in the story 
of Job. Job lost everything in 
the material world, including 
his health, his friends, and his 
family. Yet by meeting and 
dealing with all this loss, Job 
not only maintained his faith in

God, but it expanded and be
came deeper and stronger, for 
which " . . .  the Lord gave 
Job twice as much as he had 
before.”

Another Biblical example is 
the story of Joseph, who 
always saw God's hand at 
work. When Joseph was put in 
prison because of the false ac
cusation of Potiphar’s wife, we 
find that, ‘‘The Lord was with 
Joseph and showed him stead
fast love, and gave him favor in 
the sight of the keeper of the 
prison” (Gen. 39:21). After his 
brothers sold him into slavery, 
Joseph said to them, “As for 
you, you meant evil against 
me; but God meant it for good” 
(Gen. 50:20).

So it is in our life!
In the light of Truth, it is a 

joy to lay aside our outer 
judgments and to welcome 
every person and experience 
that comes into our life.

God means it for good!
0

By David Johnn

Peace,
winged with wonder, 
and poised 
on the brink 
of beauty, 
waits for love 
to push it 
forward
into fulfillment.
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Quest
. . . with answers by 

MARCUS BACH

THE IDEA To answer 
readers' questions about 
anything related to increased 
spiritual understanding and 
deeper integrative growth. To 
discover not only what people 
are asking but what people 
are thinking about in the area 
of beliefs and practices in the 
world within and without. To 
help others—and us—in the 
spiritual search. To stimulate 
the search itself.

Question: I am an Episcopa
lian by upbringing and find it 
and Unity compatible. I  have 
also had healings of burden
some problems with prayers 
in Catholic churches. Of 
course, now I  realize it is all 
God's doing, but I  do wonder

about intercessions. I  have 
found myself asking other 
people for their prayers as 
well as asking St. Anne and 
invoking prayers of good 
people I have known. As a 
child I  was told, “/ shall have 
no other ‘Gods' but me, " and 
that praying to (or through, as 
I now see it) was wrong.

I work in New York City 
and see so many poor, 
troubled, and disfigured 
people. I  also see many “sins 
of omission" by government 
employees. As I  write this I 
see I  am seeing things in a 
wrong light. How can I 
overcome this? Your thoughts 
will be most appreciated.

N.B.M.

Answer: Although most of our 
readers may be familiar with 
the word “intercessions'' let 
me say that in the connection 
here used it is a theological 
term meaning prayers made to 
God on behalf of others. Dur
ing the early days of the Chris
tian faith, and even today, 
there is widespread belief in the 
intercession not only of Christ 
but of angels, martyrs, and 
saints. The belief in the power 
of the blessed dead, the 
Biblical injunction that “where 
two or three are gathered 
together" makes prayer more 
effective, the confidence that 
one should always pray “in 
Jesus’ name,” all contributed 
to intercessory prayer.



Marcus Bach, author of more than 
twenty books, and a lecturer who is in 
great demand all over the world, 
welcomes questions on any subject of 
interest to Truth students.

I would neither wonder nor 
worry about intercessions. It 
was a standard practice in the 
early church and if you feel im
pelled to pray for someone or 
“intercede” for someone, could 
this not be divine guidance? 
My feeling is that we should 
act on our highest motive, but 
be sufficiently circumspect to 
know what we're doing. There 
is a sharp distinction between 
intercession and meddling. 
Each person has his own 
“salvation” which must be 
worked out or thought out or 
lived out. We all have our own 
karma to deal with and to learn 
from it the teachings that we 
need. Since God is One, how 
can there be other “Gods” 
unless they are fictionized?

As to your second question

about “overcoming” what I 
assume you feel may be feel
ings of guilt because you see 
things in the wrong light. I 
don’t know whether you do see 
things in the wrong light. 
There are poor, troubled people 
in the world. There are “sins of 
omission” not only by govern
ment employees but by all of us 
at some time or other. The best 
we can do is to do the best we 
can, and to remember that we 
are always capable of doing 
better as time goes on, if we 
really want to. Athletes train 
their bodies slowly, diligently, 
day by day. We who believe in 
the growth of consciousness 
must train our souls. We must 
engage in spiritual exercises. 
This means trying to perform 
more good than evil, more love 
than non-love, more faith that 
God is at work in the world 
than doubt that He has lost 
control.

New York is a big city. As in 
any megalopolis, you can find 
whatever you are looking for, 
all the way from sad people to 
those ecstatically happy. But 
we never know what is going 
on behind the masks. Nor can 
we carry the whole world in our 
concerns. But we can do the 
very best in being the kind of 
person who, when someone 
spies us on city streets, will 
want to say, “There goes a 
happy, confident, secure in
dividual. Thank You, Father,



for the inspiration! You've 
helped me to have a better 
day!”

Come to think of it, there 
must be many invisible in
tercessions that are quite 
beautiful, if we but knew!

MB

Yoga Anyone?

• Question: More and more 
Unity centers are offering 
courses in yoga. Do you be
lieve this belongs in the pro
gram o f Unity or in Christian 
churches generally?

RTD

Answers: Definitely yes! Don't 
let the word yoga detract you. 
Even Jesus may have been 
nearer to certain yogic prac
tices than we realize. I mean 
deep meditation, appreciation 
of the body as the temple of 
God, and recognition of and 
obedience to nature's laws.

While there are many types 
of yoga teachings, the method 
used in Unity and in churches 
and schools in America is 
usually Hatha Yoga. This em
phasizes attention to the 
physical body by means of 
asanas (exercises), attention to 
the mind through mantras (af
firmations), and attention to 
the spirit through pranic (pure 
oxygen) breathing and medita

tive principles. I am all for it 
and for any program that ap
proaches life holistically. As 
Dr. Albert Schweitzer once 
observed, “When the Good 
Shepherd left the ninety-and- 
nine to seek the one that was 
lost, He came back not only 
with the soul of the sheep but 
with the body and mind as

Manipulation Technique

Question: What is "Rolfing?"
I heard it is a new form of 
healing much like chiropractic.

WK

Answer: Rolfing is a technique 
of deep manipulation of the 
connective tissues, muscles, 
and ligaments of the body. The 
basic idea is to align the body 
as perfectly as possible within 
its field of gravity. Rolfing 
prefers to be known as a pro
cess of structural integration 
rather than as a healing ther
apy. Chiropractic deals primar
ily with the spine by means of 
adjustments of the vertebrae. 
Rolfing works on the entire 
fascia using hands, fingers, and 
the elbow of the Rolfer to do 
the deep manipulative job. The 
method takes its name from 
Dr. Ida P. Rolf who believes 
and demonstrates that it is the



relation between the body and 
the gravity field that deter
m ines the well-being or 
nonwell-being of an individual. 
I have been Rolfed five times. 
It is an impressive experience, 
painful at times, especially 
under the skilled hands of Dr. 
Ida. Headquarters of the Rolf 
Institute is located in Boulder, 
Colorado.

MB

Question: Vera Dawson Tait 
stated in a UNITY Magazine 
article (January 1977) that “If 
discord or disease does occur, 
it stands to reason that outer 
remedies may in some cases 
be required until such time as 
the free expression of life in 
any organ or function can be 
removed. When the free flow 
of unobstructed life takes 
place, man, often in awe, 
terms it to be a 'miracle.' " 
Would you expand on this? 
My question centers on heal
ing. When healing has taken 
place several times concerning 
the same problem, and the 
problem keeps recurring, how 
can we reach the heart of the 
problem? Could it be an inner 
search for spiritual growth 
that is involved here?

S.S.

Answer: It was reported to me

by one who studied under 
Charles Fillmore that he once 
said, “If you need an aspirin to 
help you, take an aspirin.” I 
assume that he was giving this 
advice to someone whose con
sciousness had not risen above 
the aspirin level. For when you 
read Charles Fillmore's deepest 
convictions in the matter, here 
is what he says in his use of 
truth (Talks on Truth):

Thus you do not possess 
even your body—it be
longs to God. If it is sick 
or discordant in any way, 
the condition must be in 
your idea of the body and 
not in the real body itself. 
All of God's creations are 
perfect; your body as it 
appears to Him must also 
be perfect, and if you will 
stand aside and let His 
Spirit shine through it, 
you will see that it is 
perfect in every part.
We know that health is 
the normal condition. . . . 
it is a condition true to 
(our) real being; we claim 
and declare this truth, 
right in the face of ap
pearances to the contrary.
As we consider the various 

concepts and conclusions 
about truth as they come to us 
from many sources, we come to 
the inevitable question, “What 
is my conviction in the matter? 
What have I proved? What is 
my level of consciousness when



it comes to removing obstruc
tions from the body?”

Ultimate, absolute truth 
may one day be found in the 
old metaphysical maxim, ‘‘The 
disease and the idea of disease 
are one and inseparable. Get 
rid of the idea and you get rid 
of the disease.” It may be that 
very few people have as yet at
tained to the full demonstra
tion of this compelling concept, 
but the time may come!

Until we reach a point of 
total, absolute truth, let us 
recognize that relative truth 
may indeed provide upward 
steps along the way. Which is 
to say that an ‘‘outside rem

edy” may in certain cases 
prove to be an opening door to 
a better understanding and use 
of spiritual healing, just as fail
ure in life may often be a 
necessary adventure on the 
way to success, sickness an ex
perience on the way to more 
perfect health, hatred a con
frontation on the way to love, 
tragedy an opening door to 
triumph, conflict a winding 
pathway to peace, and ‘‘sin” a 
meaningful encounter on the 
way to salvation.

The true quest for God 
through health and healing is 
always upward!

MB
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Face to Face with God
Every anxious thought is 
stilled. Thy mighty confidence 
and Thy peace enfold me. Om
nipresent Spirit substance fills 
my mind, and abundance is 
everywhere manifest.

MANY CHRISTIAN meta
physicians who are quite 
familiar with the idea of the 
omnipresence of God address

Him in terms that imply His 
absence. Instead of talking 
direct to God, who is always 
right in our midst, we talk 
about Him. We are apt to say, 
‘‘God strengthens both my 
soul and my body” instead of 
‘‘Thy Spirit strengthens both 
my soul and my body.”

Our words betray our domi
nant state of mind, although



Charles Fillmore

the logic of Truth may belie 
this. We see logically that 
there cannot be any separation 
in spirit between the Creator 
and the created, but the cre
ated has the power to think of 
itself as separate from its 
Source, and this thought 
makes a mental vacuum in 
which there is total absence of 
sp iritua l attributes. The 
human family on this planet 
has set up this sort of a mental 
void, and unless we train our 
mind to think the truth, we 
find ourselves talking to God 
as if He were in the next room 
or in some faraway heaven in 
the skies.

We in our day and age are 
not alone in making God the 
third person in our conversa
tion. Bible authors did the 
same. We should remember 
that the people who live today 
are the same people who lived 
in the past, in other words, we 
are people who thought our
selves separate from God life

and thereby killed our body. 
We also are like some of the 
people who acted the part of 
the prodigal son, desiring to be 
again united with the Father.

However we should not 
forget that although the 
Father was “moved with com
passion, and ran, and fell on his 
neck, and kissed him,’’ the 
prodigal was yet “afar off.” No 
one save Jesus has fully 
bridged this gulf of separation, 
and we are excusable if we at 
times lapse into the old con
sciousness of absence from the 
Father. Jesus gives us the 
right cue when He affirms, “It 
is the spirit that giveth life; the 
flesh profiteth nothing: the 
words that I have spoken unto 
you are spirit, and are life.’’

“For as the Father hath life 
in himself, even so gave he to 
the Son also to have life in 
himself."

We find that we must train 
our mind in trust, look per
sistently and continuously to 
God for all things, and rest in 
the assurance that what we ask 
and affirm in Spirit will surely 
come to pass. Jesus had such 
supreme confidence and faith 
in the Father as the source of 
health and prosperity that His 
name has become the synonym 
and open door for the manifes
tation of those things. He said 
that whatever we asked of the 
Father in His name would be 
granted. Many persons get a



very definite mental uplift and 
consciousness of Spirit by 
repeating audibly and silently 
the name of Jesus Christ. But 
the name does not represent 
the real character of the person 
unless it is known to us 
through our acquaintance with 
the person himself. Unless you 
have read about Jesus and 
tried to realize His love, 
wisdom, and supermind power, 
you have no conception of the 
meaning of His name. Paul 
urged that we let Christ be 
formed in us. That means that 
through the study of the life of 
Jesus and the discipline He 
gave His mind we shall put 
into our mind the same ideas 
that He had. These ideas will 
form in our mind a new kind of 
man, which is God’s man.

When you turn your atten
tion to Spirit your mind makes 
contact with a realm of ideas 
very much above the level of 
your common thinking; and 
when you strike this mental 
stratosphere you are tremen
dously lifted up. Then you 
make your statements of Truth 
and whatever you decree comes 
to pass. Job's friend Eliphaz 
said to him:

“Acquaint now thyself with 
him, and be at peace: Thereby 
good shall come unto thee. . . . 
Thou shalt also decree a thing, 
and it shall be established unto 
thee: And light shall shine 
upon thy ways." ©

ILLUMINATION - In  prayer we 
need to be deeply conscious that 
G od is the almighty One, the su
preme Creator, the underlying, 
unchangeable Truth. To affirm the 
power of Spirit within body and 
soul as the dominating mind force 
is to walk in the light.

1 establish my faith in the 
guiding light of God. I am 
illumined and inspired.

HEALING — No matter how 
broken we are in health, if we 
have faith in the healing substance 
of God it will begin its work in us 
and will build a new. healthy body 
for us.

I establish my faith in the 
healing life of God. I am 
strengthened and healed.

PROSPERJTY -Fa ith  is the 
wonderful power that builds en 
during substance—the eternally 
real things. It is the perceiving 
power of the mind linked with a 
power to shape substance. The 
mind creates and forms according 
to its thought. It builds things out 
of the one substance—man is a 
co-creator with God.

I establish my faith in the 
prospering power of God.

1 am prosperous and 
successful.



HAVE YOU EVER peered 
over the rim of an active 
volcano at its molten interior, 
stood where a forty-foot hot 
geyser gushed at your feet, ex
plored the galaxies through a 
giant telescope, conducted a 
great symphony orchestra, or 
enjoyed the company of an oce
anic blue whale? They are all 
wonderful things. Perhaps you 
have not, but equally, have you 
gazed deep into a flower, 
gasped at a sunset, been awed 
by a mountain peak shrouded 
in mist, marveled at the flight 
of a migrant bird, enjoyed the 
bright gaze of any young crea
ture, human or animal? These, 
too, are equally wonderful 
things, provided we never let 
familiarity with them cloud our 
response.

Wonder resides all around 
us: in our immediate surround
ings, in our land, throughout 
the world, and beyond into the 
universe and distant space. It 
is always there, unchanging, 
never less than miraculous. 
But do we invariably respond 
to it? That is the important 
question.

In other words, do we always 
keep our sense of wonder 
alight, that bright flame of 
heightened consciousness that 
transforms mere existence into 
life? It is very important that 
we do, yet all too easily we may 
become emotionally as well as 
intellectually blase.

G iving
in

'Wohder
BY DA VID GUNSTON

The sense of wonder born 
into every child is part of our 
universal human birthright 
that we discard only at our 
spiritual peril. It outweighs 
mere knowledge and clever
ness; it transcends every ar
tificial human barrier.

Richard Jefferies, who never 
left his native England, never
theless wrote perceptively 
about this:

If we had never before looked 
upon the earth, but suddenly 
came to it man or woman 
grown, set down in the midst of 
a summer mead, would it not 
seem to us a radiant vision? 
The hues, the shapes, the 
breath o f heaven, resting on it; 
the mind would be filled with 
its glory, unable to grasp it, 
hardly believing that such 
things could be mere matter 
and no more. Like a dream of





some spiritland, it would ap
pear, scarce fit to be touched 
lest it should fall to pieces, too 
beautiful to be long watched 
lest it should fade away.

This is the right approach to 
the earth’s wonders: to find the 
extraordinary in the ordinary, 
to see old things in every new 
way. These are among the most 
fruitful of all life’s pursuits.

There are really two keys to 
this: detachment and intensity. 
“Every scene, even the com
monest, is wonderful,” wrote 
Arnold Bennett in his “Jour
nal,” “if only one can detach 
oneself, casting off all the 
memory of use and custom and 
behold it, as it were, for the 
first time—simply, artlessly, 
ignorantly, like a baby, who 
lives each moment by itself and 
tarnishes the present by no re
membrances of the past.” 
Without the intense, impres
sionable vision of childhood, 
we miss so much, and others 
about us lose through our loss, 
too. But this very approach of 
childlike innocence has its 
dangers, for in maturity we 
start to think it may after all 
be inappropriate. “The older 
one grows the more vitally 
necessary it is to preserve one's 
curiosity,” said Compton 
Mackenzie. “Middle age begins 
with its decline, and the first 
failure of curiosity you detect 
in yourself must be jumped 
upon ruthlessly.” After all, it is

never too late to discover new 
things or to find fresh things to 
wonder at.

People with a highly devel
oped sense of wonder—and 
they are not only writers, art
ists, musicians, explorers, and 
naturalists, but also gardeners, 
keen amateur hobbyists, and 
ordinary folk imbued with 
great curiosity—are always 
such fun as company, heighten
ing our own perceptions by 
their infectious enthusiasm. In- - 
deed, all sense of wonder is an 
outward-flowing gift.

Therefore, as Walter de la 
Mare said, “Let us not judge 
life by the number of breaths 
taken, but by the number of 
times the breath is held or lost, 
either under a deep emotion, 
caused by love, or when we 
stand before an object of in
terest and beauty.” That way, 
life can truly be breathtakingly 
beautiful, and to feel in this 
way is very much a part of the 
art of being a man or woman 
alive upon the earth.

The maintenance of this 
sense of lively response is very 
largely a matter of habit- 
habit without staleness. The 
longer one lives the more 
clearly one sees that the reten
tion of this sense of wonder is 
very close to being the inner 
secret of life. As the unknown 
sixteenth century priest wrote 
to his contessina: “Life is so 
full of meaning and purpose, so



full of beauty (beneath its 
covering) that you will find 
earth but cloaks your heaven. 
Courage, then, to claim it; that 
is all!”

It is worth remembering, 
too, that when Wordsworth 
penned his best (and pithiest) 
maxim in ‘‘The Excursion”: 
‘‘We live by admiration, hope, 
and love,” he meant not the ad
miration shown to us by oth
ers, but that outward-going 

. sense of admiration and

wonder we have in ourself. 
Without it we are indeed lost 
souls, dusty of heart and dried- 
up of imagination, unable to 
marvel anymore. Thanks to 
Lewis Carroll, ‘‘wonderland” 
has come to mean a childish 
dream world of unreality. But 
the real land of wonder is very 
far from A lice’s distorted fan
tasy: it is, in fact, more real 
than we sometimes remember, 
and the only one worth in
habiting. ©

cJ^ islen ing
By Florence F. Taylor

am listening Lord,
listening for celestial tones of angels singing.

-.ife within me yearns,
yearns for that harmony which pulsates above my earthly hearing.

[\ine the strings of my awareness, 
direct my thoughts.

5lay Your melody of joy, 
let it ring!

>ing Your song of love within me,
that I may sing the song I came to sing.



STUBBORN WEED
BY WYN HOPE

I WAS DISCONSOLATE. For the past two years I had been 
fighting cancer. After two operations I was now going through my 
third course of cobalt treatments for other malignancies.

Was my life going to be like this? More tumors, more operations, 
more lengthy recuperations!

As I walked along the hospital wall to my car, head bowed in 
despair, I noticed something. It was a common sight but it had not 
stirred me like this before.

Against the concrete wall, crowded by the sidewalk, was a thriv
ing weed. Scarcely a bit of dirt was noticeable from which its 
sturdy roots burst forth.

I thought: “Where is my faith? Look at what a little weed has 
done! Nothing was going to keep it from growing and finding its 
healthy maturity. What am I thinking of? God is going to bring me 
through all the seemingly insurmountable problems I have been 
facing. Am I not more important to Him than a little weed?"

And my healing came, this time to a relaxed body, a clear, un
worried mind, and a heart full of love and hope for a healthy future 
through God's caring.



ijittet§ to % 'lulitoi
When Mr. Witherspoon be

came editor, I noticed a new 
freshness, a lilt in the Unity integ
rity (1 have always thought it par 
excellence) and I wrote to you in 
love and apprec ia t ion  and 
thanksgiving.

Now I am compelled once 
again to convey my appreciation. 
The magazine is growing in leaps 
and bounds, and its steps upward 
are so in tune with what I observe 
happening with the world. Thank 
you, friends in Christ. 
Pennsylvania.

©
What a wonderful blessing it 

was for me to find UNITY 
Magazine and Daily Word on the 
plane in one of the seat pockets. 
What inspiration and comfort 
reading them has brought me. I 
thank God for the lady who left 
them.— E.J., Florida.

©
I always admire and enjoy 

UNITY Magazine, both for its in
side and its outside. But the one 
for Easter this year (March 1978) 
gives me more than I ever ex
pected. I don’t know when I have 
seen the feeling of light growing 
out of darkness as beautifully ex
pressed. — S.B., California.

Thank you for publishing such a 
stimulating and very helpful mag
azine. I anticipate its arrival each 
month and I often reread the 
issues. —B.R., Colorado.

©
I am writing you out of ap

preciation and gratitude. It seems 
that whenever I am feeling my 
lowest, a new UNITY Magazine 
arrives and brightens my whole 
day. I love UNITY Magazine and I 
love the people G od has sent to 
deliver and spread His goodness 
across the land. The people who 
write for UNITY are beautiful, 
special people because they make 
me feel very special. —C.H., 
District o f Columbia.

©
I love to read UNITY Magazine. 

I keep them all together and 
reread the stories and poems. 
Unity literature is so educational 
and loving. It is my “other” 
family. —F.O., California.

©
I look forward to UNITY Maga

zine every month and I have to 
control my impulse to sit down 
and read it through as soon as it 
comes. It is better to try to assimi
late a little at a time. — T.B., 
Michigan.



'I Until 'Mark
THE L IGHT  WILL 
DAWN  by Mary 
Kupferle; Unity Books, 
Unity Village, Missouri 
64065; $3.95.

One of the greatest gifts 
Jesus Christ brought to the 
downtrodden 2,000 years ago 
was the gift of hope.

This hope continues to be one 
of the greatest blessings of the 
Christian message. No matter 
how difficult one’s life appears 
to be, no matter how com
plicated or twisted our circum
stances become or how great 
the darkness in which we envi
sion ourself, there is surely, 
through the Christian mes
sage, a light of hope—the light 
that will dawn in our under
standing and in our life.

Such a message of hope is 
brought  forth in Mary 
Kupferle’s The Light Will 
Dawn: “The strength you need 
will come through. The release

you seek at this very moment 
will break through and flood 
your being. The answers will 
become clear. The doors will 
open. The light will dawn!” 

Jesus Christ taught us how 
to pray to “Our Father," and 
Mary Kupferle demonstrates 
how we can use the words of 
His great prayer. She also has 
devoted several chapters to the 
understanding and application 
of the principles included in its 
simplistic language. She says: 
“Surely we can take note of 
His every word in this, the 
Lord’s Prayer, beginning with 
the f irst two beauti ful  
words. . . . These words alone 
immediately rest the mind, 
calm the soul, and envelop us 
in peace, faith, and assurance." 
The life of Jesus and the prayer 
He taught brought to the peo
ple of His time and still bring 
to us the nearness, the liv
ingness of God the Father, and 
the realization of His kingdom 
in our life. The author states: 
“Through the teachings of 
Jesus Christ, through His 
prayer, we begin to return to 
the kingdom of God in heart 
and mind, thus its reality 
becomes known outside as it 
exists as reality inside. It is 
within us forever, awaiting our 
discovery of its wonderful 
power, its presence . . . the 
goodness of the ‘kingdom and 
the power and the glory, for 
ever.' "—Pamela Yearsley.



A New Book
by Mary L. Kupferle

THE LIGHT 
WILL DAWN

“ The strength you need will come through . . . 
the answers will become clear. The doors will 
open. The light will dawn."

THE LIGHT WILL DAWN shines a light of hope for those in the 
darkness of despair or disappointment. This book will help 
you find resources to meet any challenge. The thoughts con
tained here offer gu idance and comfort, encouragement 
and understanding.

Those who have experienced answered prayer will find this 
book helpful in build ing and maintaining an effective prayer 
life.

This hardbound edition is just $3.95. Please use the conve
nient order form on the flap for your personal copies and gift 
copies. (This book will be offered to the Unity Book Club 
members in the September/October 1978 newsletter.)
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I've wondered about that scene.
There, on a dry and dusty road 
A solitary figure looking down 

a gentle slope 
Upon two brothers casting their 

net
Into the Sea of Galilee.
I wonder if they thought before 

that final cast,
“Something is to happen. Something 

is not the same.”
I wonder if they did not then look up 
Beholding the One who looked on them— 

the One who said,
“Come, and I will make you fishers of 

men.”
I wonder if something of a chill across 

the skin did not 
Precede that final cast—
If Andrew catching Peter's eye did not 

sigh
As if to say “At last,”
And Peter, taken by the moment’s majesty 

did not 
Sing in his soul by the sea.

By Dennis Neagle


